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Abstract 

- 

In a collaborative effort, by SSRL, AET Associates, and Varian Associa,tes, a high- 

bright.ness microwave electron gun using a thermionic cathode has been designed, 

built,, t,ested, and installed for use with the SSRL 150 MeV linear accelerat,or. This 

thesis discusses the physics behind the design and operat,ion of the gun and associat,ed 

syst,ems, presenting predictions and experimental tests of the gun’s performance. 

_- The microwave gun concept, is of increasing interest, due t,o its promise of providing 

higher-current, lower-emittance electron beams than possible from convent.ional, DC 

gun t,echnology. In a DC guns, accelerat,ing gradients are less than 8 MV/m, while 

those in a microwave gun can exceed 100 MV/m, providing much more rapid initial 

accelerat,ion, dhereby reducing the delet,erious effects of space-charge. Microwave guns 

produce higher moment,um beams than DC guns, thus lessening space-charge effect.s 

during subsequent beam transport. Typical DC guns produce kinetic energies of 

80-400 KeV, compared to 2-3 MeV for the SSRL microwave gun. 

“Stat,e-of-the-art,” microwave gun designs employ laser-driven photocat,hodes, pro- 

viding excellent, performance but, with great,er complexity and monetary costs. A 

thermionic microwave gun with a magnetic bunching system is comparable in cost 

and comp1exit.y to a conventional system, but, provides performance that, is orders of 

magnitude bet,ter. 

Simulations of the SSRL microwave gun predict a normalized RMS emittance 

at, the gun exit of < 10 T. m,c. pm for a, beam consisting of approximat.ely 50% 

of the particles emitted from the gun, and having a momentum spread of 110 %. 

These emit,tances are for up to 5 x loge- per bunch. Chromatic aberrat,ions in the 

t.ransport’ line between the gun and linear accelerat,or (GTL) increase this t,o t’ypically 

< 30 7r - m, . pm. 
. . . 
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The SSRL microwave gun was designed to have a longitudinal phase-space suit,ed 

60 magnetic bunch compression. Simulations predict. that, peak currents of several 

hundred amperes are achievable. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

The hist,ory of accelerator physics is inseparable from the history of the applicat,ion of 

particle beams. The production of high-brightness electron beams is one of increasing 

.interest. among accelerator physicists precisely because of increasing interest in the 

applications of such beams. These applications provide the motivation for the research 

reported on in bhis thesis. 

In t,his introduct,ory chapt,er, I will indicate the nature of the these applications 

to give the reader some appreciation of the motivat,ion for research int,o microwave 

electron guns. Prior to this, I review fundamental concepts-such as phase-space, 

Liouville’s theorem, and emittance-that, are necessary to the understanding of high 

brightness. I also review issues relevant to the production of high-brightness pho- 

ton beams from synchrotron radiation emitted by high-energy electrons, including a 

discussion of coherent, radiation and free electron lasers. 

Microwave, or “RF”, electron guns[l, 2] are a relatively recent’ development in the 

production of high-brightness beams. Their general characteristics and brief history 

are reviewed in the third section of this chapter. 

I end this chapter with an overview of the main body of t,he thesis. 

-- 

1 
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1.1 Review of Fundamental Concepts 

In order to understand the meaning of “high-bright,ness”, it, is necessary to first. un- 

derstand several prior concepts. The first, of these is the concept. of emittance. The 

emit.tance of a beam is related to the phase-space volume occupied by t.he beam, or 

some fraction of it. To properly define the emit,tance requires a discussion of phase- 

space and Liouville’s theorem. 

1.1.1 Phase- Space and Liouville’s Theorem 

Phase-space refers to t,he six-dimensional space in which the spatial posit,ion and 

dynamical properties of any particle are defined. For example, the coordinates of 

phase-space may be taken t,o be t,he Cart#esian coordinates (qi, q2, qs) and the corres- 

ponding momenta (pi, ~2, ps). In classical mechanics, these six coordinates uniquely 

-and complet,ely describe 6he st,ate of any particle. (More will be said about the choice 

of coordinates below.) 

Suppose that, at. some t.ime, t.=O say, an arbitrary closed surface S in phase-space is 

chosen, and that. it’ bounds a volume V. Allow S to evolve in time as if it, were anchored 

to imaginary particles that, lie on S at, t=O. That is, consider S(t,) t#o be defined as t.he 

surface occupied by t,hose particles. Liouville’s theoremj31 states that. the phase-space 

volume, V(t.), bounded by S(t,) is const.anb, provided that only conservative forces act 

on t.he particles. 

Proof of Liouville’s Theorem 

Perhaps t,he simplest. and most. int,uitively appealing proof of Liouville’s theorem is 

that, given by Weiss[4]. For simplicit,y in notation, consider a t.wo-dimensional phase- 

space, with coordinates (q, p), so dhat V(t.) is the area bounded by a closed curve 

s(t)). 

In order to calculat,e the total time derivat*ive of V(t), one need only look at. the 

motion of the boundary, which again may be thought of as determined by the motion 

of hypot,hetical boundary particles t,hat. are defined by the choice of S(t.=O). Let, df 

represent, the out,ward vect,or for an infinitesimal segment, of the boundary. A mot.ion 
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of this boundary element, by (4q, 4p) will increase the area bounded by S by 

df,4q + df,4p. (1.1) 

Dividing by 4t and integrating over S, one sees that. 

dV 

dt= s J (4, rj> - df. (1.2) 

Use of the Divergence Theorem allows one to convert the surface int.egral int,o an 

int$egral over the region of phase-space bounded by S: 

dV 

dt= v 
J v - (tl,fi> ds dp = J,(a,i, + u> ds dp. (1.3) 

For a conservative system[3], Hamihon’s equations, 

are applicable. Since the boundary S moves as if anchored to particles, these equations 

for particle motion specify the motion of the boundary, and may meaningfully be used 

in equation (1.3), yielding 

dV 

dt= v J (&&,H - &,&H) dq dp = 0. (1.6) 

Hence, the phase-space area bounded by S(t,) is constant’ as the syst.em evolves. 

Implications of Liouville’s Theorem 

Most stat,ements of Liouville’s theorem[5, 61 make use of the particle distribution 

funct,ion, *(q, p, t), which gives t.he densit.y of particles in phase space. Since the 

pat.hs of particles cannot cross in phase-space, any particle inside S at t=O will remain 

inside S. Thus, if one accepts that. the volume bounded by any surface S(t.) is constant, 

then it follows that the integral of !P over that volume is also constant, since this 

integral gives the number of particles in the volume and since particles cannot cross 

S. Since the volume bounded by S(t) and the number of particles inside S(t) are both 

constant, the average densit.y of particles inside S(t.) must, also be constant. 
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To deduce a furt,her result, assume that’ S(t) bounds an in,finitesimaZ volume 

dV = dqdp, so that, one can ignore the variation of 9 over the volume. Then the 

stat,ement, that the average of XIJ over V(t) is constant implies t,hat, the value of !IJ 

at. the center of t,he volume (or for any other point inside it,) is constant. That, is, 

if one chooses any point (q, p) in phase space at, t.=O, then as one travels with a 

particle st#arting at that, point. and moving under the influence of conservative forces, 

the value of \k evaluated at, the position of the particle is constant. Writing this in 

mat#hematical form, one obtains 

d!P d!4? + dq 89 / dp df -=- 
dtm dt, 

o 

dt’dq dt’dp= ’ 
(1.7) 

which is the mathematical result, commonly referred t,o as Liouville’s theoremi5, 61. 

Liouville’s Theorem and Real Beams 

-In accelerat,or physics, one deals with t,he properties of ensembles of large numbers of 

particles, referred to as “beams” or “bunches”. The real phase-space distribution of 

a bunch is the sum of many delta-functions: 

%(q, P, t,) = 5 S(q - q(‘)(t,))S(p - p”‘(t)), W) 
i=l 

where N is the number of particles, and (q(‘),p(‘)) are the phase-space coordinat,es 

of the iih particle. 

What. does Liouville’s theorem tell us about. the evolution of such a bunch? 

Contrary bo the impression given by some discussions[5], there is nothing in t.he 

derivat,ion[6] of equation (1.7) that, invalidat,es it for a distribution of this type. In 

my discussion, I have taken care to refer to “imaginary” part,icles in defining bound- 

ary surfaces, in order to emphasize that Liouville’s t.heorem is not, dependent, for it.s 

validit,y on having an infinite number of particles or a smooth continuous distribut,ion 

of particles. Liouville’s theorem stated in terms of the constancy of the volume inside 

a closed, evolving surface in phase-space is clearly a result. that, is valid regardless of 

what. sort, of act,ual beam distribution one has. This applies just as well to Liouville’s 

theorem as stat,ed in equation (1.7). 

One caveat. needs to be issue in this regard[‘i]. The derivation of Liouville’s the- 

orem implicitly assumed that the Hamilt,onian was macroscopic in nature, and in 
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particular that, particle-particle forces could be included in the Hamiltonian in a way 

that did not. refer to the individual coordinates of particles. If particle-particle colli- 

sions are considered, then the real Hamiltonian is a function of 6N variables, where 

N is t,he number of particles. In this case, Liouville’s theorem is strictly valid only in 

6N dimensional phase-space. In 6 dimensional phase-space, particle-particle collisions 

will increase the phase-volume occupied by the beam and appear to violate Liouville’s 

theorem. For practical purposes, the phase-volume in 6 dimensional phase-space is 

what, matbers, so this can be an important, issue. For sparsely populated beams, the 

issue becomes even more relevant, since t,hen the particle fields cannot be smoot,hed 
. . - int.o a macroscopic field. 

Even given this conclusion, a distribution as defined by equation (1.8) is unwieldy 

and cont.ains more information than is needed or useful. In the limit, of a very large 

number of particles, QO can generally (though not. always) be approximated by a 

smooth, continuous function of q and p. The applicability of a smooth distribution 

depends on practical considerations of how well one wants the smooth distribution 

to match the act,ual distribution. Since real bunches are always confined to ‘a limited 

volume in phase-space, a practical way to gauge whether a bunch is well-approximated 

by a smoothed distribution is to ask whether an arbitrary phase-space volume inside 

the bunch that, is small compared to the total phase-space volume contains a number 

of particles that. is much larger t.han 1. 

. 

1.1.2 Beam Emittance 

I mentioned above t.hat, the emittance is related t,o the volume occupied by a bunch, 

or some part, of it, in phase-space. The intervening discussion of Liouville’s theorem 

indicat,es why the emitt,ance is an important concept. for accelerator physics. Ignoring 

dissipative effects such as synchrotron radiation[8], all of the forces in an accelerator 

are conservative. Hence, Liouville’s theorem is applicable, and pot.entially provides a 

means of describing a bunch in terms of a conserved propert,y that. applies t.o the whole 

bunch, rather than in terms of the coordinates of the individual particles. Indeed, 

t#he st,andard analysis of beam evolution in terms of the Twiss parameters[8, 91 makes 

use of the emit,tance in order t40 simplify the computat’ion of bunch properties along 
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an accelerat,or . 

Commonly-Employed Simplifications 

In this analysis, certain simplificabions are commonly employed. First,, instead of deal- 

ing with six-dimensional phase-space, it is common to deal with the 2-dimensional pro- 

jections of the phase-space coordinates int,o t,he (qi,pi), (qz,pz), and (qa,ps) planes. 

In the absence of coupling bet,ween these planes, Liouville’s theorem is valid for each 

of the 2-dimensional phase-spaces. 

In accelerator physics, it is common to have a bunch that travels largely in one 

direct,ion, i.e., as a well-collimat,ed beam. Hence, inst.ead of a Cartesian coordinate 

system, one employs a curvilinear coordinate system which follows the pat’h of an 

ideal, cent,ral particle[lO]. At each point’ along this path, one defines a locally Carte- 

sian syst.em in such a way t,hat. one axis (z) lies along the direction of motion of the 

-central traject,ory, while the other two axes (x and y), are perpendicular to t.he cent,& 

trajectory, so that, (x, y, z) is a right’-handed system. Corresponding to each of these 

spat’ial coordinates is a momentum, thus completing the six-dimensional phase-space. 

Discussion of t,he emit.tance per se is usually confined to t,he transverse planes, 

(x,pX) and (8,~~). For the longit.udinal plane, (z,pe), it. is more common to speak of 

t,he bunch length and momentum spread without, defining an emitStance. Hence, I will 

confine myself to t,he transverse planes in what, follows. I will also write the equat,ions 

only for t.he (x,pX) plane, though they are equally valid for t,he (y,pY) plane. 

Another simplification commonly used pertains t,o the met.hod used for compubing 

t,he area occupied by the bunch in each phase-plane. A seemingly sbraightforward 

definit,ion of the emit,tance would be: the smallest. contiguous phase-space area con- 

t,aining a specified fract,ion, say 90%, of the particles. While this would give an 

accurate measure of the phase-space area occupied by the bunch, it, is difficult, to use 

in practice, and does not lend itself t,o analytical treat,ments. (In addition, it, may 

not ac,curat,ely characterize the effecbive phase-space area occupied by a bunch, due 

to filament,at,ion and non-linear correlations in phase-space.) 
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The RMS Emittances 

For this reason, and for others to be seen presently, the most. commonly used means 

of measuring the phase-space area occupied by a bunch is the “normalized RMS 

emittance”, defined as 

~~ = ?rm,c (x2)(pz) - (rb~)~, (1.9) 

where angle brackets indicate averages of the bracketed quantities over the en- 

tire bunch. The factor of m,c indicates that, t,he momentum is dimensionless, i.e., 

px = @,r. The reason for the factor of 7r will be seen presently. Both of these fact,ors 

- are absorbed in the units of Ed, which in t*he present work are x - met - pm. 

&n is referred to as t.he normalized emit.tance to dist,inguish it. from the “geometric 

RMS emit.tance”, defined as 

& = T (x2)(x’2) - (x’x)2, (1.10) 
. . 

where x’ = px/pZ = ,&I& is the slope of a particle’s t>raject,ory. The units of E are 

;r~ - pm or 7r - mm. mrad. If pZ is nearly the same for all particles, then 

En z (pe)mece. (1.11) 

In most. applications, the geometric emit.tance is a more important, quantit,y, since 

the divergence is what, is relevant, to the optical properties of the bunch or any radia- 

tion produced by it.. (I will return to this issue lat,er in this chapt’er.) Not,e, however, 

that’ if the bunch is accelerat,ed, so t,hat, (pZ) is increased, the normalized emittance 

will be unchanged while t,he geometric emittance will decrease. Hence, the “phase- 

space” formed by ( x,x’) is really not a phase-space in the st#rict, sense (it, is sometimes 

referred to as “trace-space”, instead[ll]). px is the momentum conjugate t,o x, while x’ 

is a rat.io of t,wo momenta. Because of these considerat,ions, the normalized emittance 

is most relevant, to t.he comparison of different accelerat,ors t,hat produce bunches of 

different, longit,udinal momenta. 

Some aut’hors[l2,13, 11,141 prefer to define the RMS emit,tance with an additional 

fact$or of 4, in order to obtain a measure of the phase-space area occupied by a 

larger (though not necessarily well-defined) fraction of the beam. This definition is 
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also put, forward because the emittance so defined is equal t,o the total phase-space 

area for a uniformly populated ellipse in (x,pX) space (a projection of the “K-V” 

distribution[7,14]). I have used the definition given in equation (1.9) principly because 

it is the definition used in the electron storage ring c0mmunit.y. 

For electron storage rings[8], a gaussian phase-space distribution is found to ap- 

proximate the act,ual phase-space to a high degree. Such a phase-space distribution 

may be specified as 

Q(x,p,) = Fexp - 
( 

9m~c2(x2) (pz) x2 (XPX) 
2 

- - 
n 

2E2 
i (x2) 2 (x2) (pZ) xpX + & I) 

(1.12) 
n 

where t.he normalization is such that, 

JPo,dxLl dpx*(x,px) = 1. (1.13) 

The int,erested reader may verify that, if this distribution used t,o compute the right.- . . 

hand side of equation (1.9), then the parameter cn in equat,ion (1.12) is indeed the 

normalized RMS emit,tance. 

It. is now possible to explore the connection bet,ween the RMS emittance and the 

area occupied by the bunch in phase space. To simplify the analysis, let, (xpX) = 0, so 

that, sn = *m,cJ(x2)(pi). (This simple equation for the normalized RMS emittance 

for an uncoupled phase-space distribution is one of the appeals of this definition of 

the emibtance.) The distribution in equat,ion (1.12) becomes 

qGPx> = l 
2+%5 

-(-;{&+&})a (1.14) 

Consider an ellipse in (x, pX) space defined by 

x2 2 
pJ + $j = K2, (1.15) 

where K is a dimensionless constant. The area of this ellipse is 

A(K) = xm,cK2\/(x2)(p2), (1.16) 

where I have included t,he “units” (m,c) of pX. For K=l, the area is equal t#o the 

normalized RMS emit,tance, which is the motivation for including the fact,or of 7r in 
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the definit,ion of the emittance (equabions (1.9) and (1.10)). The fraction of the bunch 

within this ellipse is readily computed: 

F(K) = 1” k dk exp (-T) =l-exp(-$). (1.17) 

- 

For K=l, t,he ellipse has an area equal to the normalized RMS emit,tance, and contains 

39.35% of the part,icles. The maximum x coordinate of the ellipse is the RMS value 

of x, while the maximum pX coordinate of the ellipse is the RMS value of pX. For 

K=2, the ellipse has an area equal to four times the normalized RMS emittance, and 

contains 86.47% of the part,icles. 

Virtues and Pitfalls of RMS Emittances 

One virt,ue of the geometric and normalized RMS emittances is that, both are constant. 

-for propagation through a syst,em with no acceleration and where all transverse forces 

are linear in x (for t&he normalized RMS emittance, this is true only if the longitudinal 

momentum spread is zero[ll]). For a bunch wit,h no longitudinal momentmum spread, 

the normalized RMS emittance is constant. for a linear system, even with accelerat,ion. 

Because of t.his, the degradation of the RMS emittances in a beamline is an indication 

of t,he severit,y of non-linear effect.s and cross-plane coupling in the beamline. This is 

discussed in more detail in Chapt,er 5. 

In Chapter 5, I also discuss how the geometric RMS emitt,ance can be measured 

experiment,ally. In the absence of noise and longit,udinal momentum spread, mea- 

surements of RMS beam-sizes can be used to exactly measure the RMS geomet’ric 

emitt,ance, which is yet another of the appeals of the using the RMS definition of t,he 

emittance. 

One problem with the RMS emittances is that they do not. measure the actual 

phase-space area occupied by a fixed fraction of the bunch for an arbitrary phase- 

space distribution. In fact, it is easy to construct phase-space dist,ributions occupying 

zero area. while having non-zero RMS emit,tances. One solution t.o this problem is t.o 

use higher-moment. descriptions of the beam phase-space, in order to correct, the area 

estimate for higher-order correlat,ions, thus producing an emittance that’ corresponds 

more closely t.o tshe actual phase-space area occupied by the beam[l5]. One can also 
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use such analysis to evaluat.e and potent.ially eliminate higher-order phase-space cor- 

relations (which are caused by non-linear forces), thus decreasing the RMS emittance. 

In t,he final analysis, one must realize that. for non-gaussian beams t.he RMS emit’- 

t,ances are simply convenient. but, potentially crude estimates of the actual phase-space 

area occupied by a bunch. In fa.ct, there is simply no way to accurat,ely describe a 

complicat.ed phase-space distribution with a single number (like the RMS emit,tance) 

that, will be appropriate t#o all cases and relevant in all applications. Whenever a 

precise description of t,he bunch phase-space is required, it. is necessary t,o specify 

the distribution itself, either in some functional form or in t,erms of a representat,ive 

- sample of particles from the dist,ribution. From t.he st.andpoint, of gun and accelerat,or 

simulations, the later met,hod is indeed the met,hod used to specify and compute the 

evolution of the bunch. That, is, in gun and accelerator simulaCons, one frequently 

simulat,es the bunch by a number of “macro-part.icles” which are representative of the 

.actual distribut,ion. This technique is used extensively in the present’ work. 

If an accurate description of a complicaded beam phase-space is to be provided 

by the accelerat,or physicist bo those int,erest.ed in applications of the beam, then that 

description may need t,o go beyond the RMS emittances and deal directly with the 

distribution. In many cases, particularly for guns and linear accelerat,ors, RMS and 

other averaged beam properties must be recognized as approximat,e characterizations 

of the phase-space, suitable for approximate calculations only. 

1.1.3 Beam Brightness 

Bunch Length and Peak Current 

The transverse emit.tances of a bunch, or its transverse phase-space distribution, 

do not, fully charact,erize t,he bunch and its usefulness for applications. Missing is 

information about t.he number of particles in the bunch and their distribution in 

longit,udinal phase-space. As noted above, t.he longit.udinal phase-space of a bunch 

is most often characterized in t.erms of the moment.um spread and the bunch-1engt.h. 

Bunch length can be specified either as the literal, spatial length of t,he bunch in the 

longit,udinal dimension, or as the time-length of bunch, i.e., the time it, takes for the 

part,icles in t,he bunch bo pass by a fixed locat#ion along t.he beamline. 
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Some authors[l4] define the bunch length as an RMS value about the centroid. For 

present, purposes, I prefer t.o specify the bunch length as t.he time-int,erval occupied 

by the central 90% of the particles in the bunch. The reason is that, the RMS bunch 

length and the 100% bunch length are sensitive to straggling particles that, comprise 

a small fraction of the bunch and hence are unimportant. As a result, these are 

unreliable and potentially misleading measures of the bunch length. 

Having defined the bunch length, one can go on t,o define t.he average current 

during the bunch, referred to as bhe “peak current”’ 

I 
Q 

peak = GY (1.18) 

where 6t is the 90% bunch 1engt.h and Q is the amount, of charge in the interval St. 

More specifically, St = t,2 - t,i, where 

Jtm Xl’(t)dt = J’““’ \k(t)dt = 0.45. (1.19) 
Ln--tl trill 

.- t., is the “median,, t.ime, that. is, t,he time at, which half the particles in the bunch, 

specified by the temporal distribut,ion q(t), have passed by some specified point, in 

the beamline. (Note that, 9(t) is normalized to unit, area.) While t.his is not, the only 

way one might define the 90% bunch length, it has t.he advantage of being readily 

computed and robust (in the sense of being insensitive to outlying particles or noisy 

distributions). 

In contrast, to the peak current,, t’he “average current.” is 

Qb 
Le = Tb (1.20) 

where Qb is the total charge per bunch and Tb is the time between bunches (equal 

to the RF frequency for a RF gun). In general, the average current’ is much less t.han 

the peak current, since t,he distance between bunches is much greater t,han t.he bunch 

lengt,h. 

Brightness 

The normalized bright.ness is t.he proportional t,o average current, densit’y in phase- 

space during the bunch, definedjl61 in terms of the peak current and emittance as 

B, = 
2Ipeak 

-(~m1,c)2, 
& & x,n y4-i 

(1.21) 
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where E~,~ is t.he normalized RMS emittance for the q-plane. The units of the 

normalized brightness that. I will use are A/mm2/mrad2. 

The motivation for this definition[7] is that, the volume of an uncoupled ellipse in 

four-dimensional phase space is V4 = r2/2abcd, where a, b, c, and d are the semi- 

major axes of the ellipse in each of the dimensions. Hence, for a uniformly filled 

ellipse (i.e., a K-V distribution), Vd = ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ so that, the current’ 

densit.y in phase-space is 

I 21 
-= 
v4 7r2x p n-lax Y P ’ x,max n-lax y,max 

(1.22) 

which corresponds t.o equation (1.21 except, for the factor of n. (In ret,rospect, it. 

would have been preferable t.o leave the factor of 7r2 out of equation (1.21).) 

To increase the brightness, one needs t.o increase the peak current, decrease the 

emittance, or bot,h. To increase t,he peak current, a process known as “bunching” or 

“‘bunch com&ession” is oft’en employed, which involves increasing the peak current, 

by compressing the bunch into a shorter time-length. (This is discussed in Chapt.er 

4.) Increasing the emit,tance is often a matt,er of mitigating emittance-dilut,ing effects, 

such as non-linear fields. More will be said about, about, these issues in Section 1.3. 

Having reviewed t’hese concepts, many of which will be used hhroughout this work, 

I now proceed wit’h a discussion of applications of high-brightness electron beams. 
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1.2 Applications of High-Brightness Beams 

While t’he problem of producing high-brightness electron beams is a challenging one 

for the accelerat,or physicist., these beams are not pursued as ends in themselves. 

Among the applicat,ions that. require such beams are linear colliders[l7], wake-field 

and other two-beam acceleration schemes[l8, 191, and radiation-producing devices, 

such as Free Electron Lasers (FELs)[20, 211. Of these applications, I will discuss only 

those reladed t.o the production of radiat.ion. 

1.2.1 Synchrotron Radiation 

Synchrotron radiation is the radiat,ion emitted when a charged parUe (usually an 

elect.ron or positron) is subjected t’o accelerat,ing forces imposed by external magnetic 

or elect.ric fields. In this section, I will review the properties of synchrotron radia- 

‘tion, taking results from some of the many excellent discussions t.hat appear in t,he 

literature[22, 23, 24, 251 

Bending-Magnet Radiation 

The simplest. way to produce synchrotron radiation is to send a high-energy electron 

beam through a uniform magnet,ic field transverse to the direction of t.ravel of the 

beam. In such a circumstance, the beam undergoes acceleration perpendicular to its 

direction of mot,ion, which bends its path into an arc of a circle of some fixed radius, 

p. This is commonly referred to as “bending-magnet, radiation”, since it, is produced 

by the magnets used to “bend” t.he central trajectory of an electron beam (often indo 

a closed path, as in an electron storage ring[8]). This radiation is characterized by 

the “critical frequency”, 

WC = 2irf, = $, (1.23) 

where y is the electron energy in units of the rest mass. The spectral distribution 

of bending magnet, radiation is such that’ half the radiated power is below the critical 

frequency and half above. In addition, the power spect,rum of the radiat,ion observed 

in the bend plane is peaked at’ w z 0.83~~. The wavelength corresponding to t,he 
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critical frequency is 
47rP 

A, = - 
Y3 * 

14 

(1.24) 

It. is well known that, the radiation from a relativistic particle undergoing inst,an- 

taneously circular motion is emitt,ed primarily in the forward direction. If one defines 

the horizontal plane to be the plane in which the magnet bends the beam trajec- 

tory, t,hen the radiation emitted from a bending magnet, is spread over a horizontal 

angle essentially equal to the bend angle, assuming that the bend angle is large com- 

pared to l/7. In the vert.ical plane, however, t,he “opening angle” of the radiation is 

much narrower. For w = tic, the RMS vertical opening angle of t,he radiation power 

distribution is $ z 0.57/y. 

The instantaneous total synchrotron radiation power for a single elect’ron is 

. . 
P4Y4 

P,, = 4.611 x 10m2’Watt s meter2 x - 
P2 ’ 

(1.25) 

Hence, if a beam consistming of bunches of N, electrons with a repet,ition rate of f: 

passes through a bending magnet. with bending radius p that, bends t,hrough an angle 

8, the average radiation power is 

(P) = P+N.f (1.26) 

= 1.538 x 10-28Joule . meber x - 
B3T48N f 

P = 
(1.27) 

As an example, the SSRL pre-inject,or linac[26] delivers a 120 MeV beam (y z 235), 

which is subsequently deflected by 0.72 rad by a bending magnet with p z 0.6m, so 

that X, z 0.6pm, which is in the visible part, of the spectrum. Typically 2 x 10’ 

electrons are accelerated per pulse, with 10 pulses per second, so that t,he average 

radiation power is a mere 11 nW. However, as will be seen in Chapter 4, each electron 

bunch has a 1engt.h of order 1 ps, so that t.he peak radiation power is of order 1 kW. 

The “natural” RMS opening angle of the radiation (i.e., ignoring beam emit,tance 

effects, which are discussed below) is 2.4 milli-radians. 

For a 120 MeV beam with 2 x 10’ electrons per bunch in approximat,ely 1 ps 

bunches, the peak instantaneous beam power is of order 40 GW. This is seven or- 

ders of magnitude greater than the peak instantaneous radiat,ion power produced in 
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the example. Clearly, a more efficient. way of converting electron beam power int.o 

radiation power is desirable. From equation (1.27)) it would appear that the most’ 

st,raight.-forward ways t’o do this are to increase the field strength (i.e., decreasing p) 

and increase the path length, 1 = ~8, in the bending magnet (these are not, of course, 

independent quantities). 

Undulators and Wigglers 

- 

The power from a bending magnet is fanned out, in the bend plane over an angle equal 

to the bending angle. Hence, the radiation power density per unit solid angle does not, 

increase if one has a longer bending magnet with the same bending radius (which has 

t,he same fields but. a greater bending angle). However, by using a series of bending 

magnets of equal but. opposite bending angles, one can increase t,he radiation power 

per unit, solid angle. Such a device is called a “wiggler” or “undulator” magnet.[25]. 

--By reducing-the fanning-out, of t,he radiation caused by the deflection of the beam 

path, these devices not. only allow one to extract, more power from a beam, but also 

to concentrate t,hat’ power into a narrower solid angle, thus increasing the brightness 

of the radiation. 

. 

The dominant. field component in such magnets is a transverse field described by 

By = B,cos(2nz/X,), 

where X is the periodic length of the magnet,. (As in the last section, z is t,he 

longitudinal coordinate, while x and y are t,he horizontal and vertical coordinates, 

respectively.) If B, is not, too large, the particle trajectory in the y=O plane is 

sinusoidal, i.e., 

x = a. cos(2rz/X,), (1.29) 

where 

a= 
eB,X~. 

47r2mecy ’ 

The maximum slope of x(z) is thus 

2n K 
xkax = a- E -, 

xv4 Y 

(1.30) 

(1.31) 
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where K is the usual undulator strength parameter. The distinction between wigglers 

and undulators is that for wigglers, K > 1, whereas for undulators K is less than or 

of order 1. That. is, an undulat,or is a wiggler that, causes only very slight, motion 

of the beam, so slight, that. the natural opening angle of the radiat,ion is not. greatly 

degraded in either plane due to the fanning-out, effect, that occurs in ordinary bending 

magnets. 

From equation (1.25), one sees that. the instantaneous radiation power is propor- 

tional to l/p2. Since l/p cv B,, the highest. instantaneous power is radiated when the 

electron is at, the crests of it,s sinusoidal traject,ory, where the acceleration is greatest. 

For K > 1, &,, is much great,er bhan the natural opening angle of the radiat,ion 

at’ the crest, which means that, a distant,, on-axis observer principly sees radiat,ion 

emitt.ed from near the crest, of the oscillations (where t,he electron is traveling with 

x’ < r), which enhances the dominance of the radiation emit,ted at the crest. Hence, 

.for K >> 1, it is plausible that the radiation seen by a distant, on-axis observer will 

take the form of a series of pulses, one emit,ted from each crest. in the electron’s oscil- 

lations. The frequency spectrum of this radiation is dominated by the instantaneous 

spectrum at, the crests, and one can show t,hat the spectrum from a wiggler is indeed 

very much like that from a bending magnet with field B,. 

If K z 1, however, the same observer will receive radiation from a significant’ 

portion-of t(he electron’s oscillation, and one finds the the spect,rum of this radiat,ion 

is related to the frequency of the electron’s oscillatory mot.ion. In the average rest- 

frame of the electron, the electron executes transverse oscillations with frequency 

7PC 
f p e= 

u 
(1.32) 

where the factor of y is due to the Lorentz-cont.raction of the undulator period as 

seen in t.he moving frame. In its rest. frame, then, the electron emits dipole radiadion 

at. this frequency. In the laborat,ory frame, t.his frequency is Doppler shiftSed, so t,hat, 

a spectrum of frequencies is produced: 

f(e) = c 2y2 
A, 1 + K2/2 + ~~8~’ 

(1.33) 

where 8 is t.he angle in the x-z plane relative t,o t,he axis of the undulator. For 
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8 < l/y, i.e., near the axis, the wavelength of the radiation is simply 

x 
1 

=A 1+K2/2 
l.l 

272 ’ 
(1.34) 

- 

so that for a high-energy electron (i.e., y2 >> l), the wavelength of the radiation 

will be much shorter than the undulator period. For very weak undulat’ors, the 

radiation spectrum is dominated by this “first-harmonic” radiation. For K > 1, the 

electron motion in the rest frame contains significant frequency components other 

than the fundamental oscillation, which generate additional frequencies in the rest 

frame at’ even and odd harmonics of the fundamental. The odd harmonics are a 

result, of transverse oscillations, while the even harmonics are a result, of longitudinal 

oscillations relative to the average rest. frame. The odd harmonics of the motion 

produce spectral peaks at frequencies that are, of course, odd multiples of fr. The 

odd harmonics are of the greatest, interest, since the radiation in this case is confined 

-to a narrow forward cone with an RMS divergence of 
- 

1 + K2/2 X1 A, 

2nN = z = J J 7 
(1.35) 

where N is the number of undulator periods, L is the total undulator length, n is 

the (odd) harmonic number, and A, = Xl/n is the wavelength of the nth harmonic. 

The subscript “r” is used to emphasize that this angular divergence is an intrinsic 

property of the radiation, separabe from the electron beam divergence. 

This result assumes that the radiation from the undulator may be approximat,ed 

as coming from a source at the longit,udinal center of the undulator and that, the light, 

is observed from a distance that is large compared to the length of the undulator[27]. 

If this assumption is made, then for a zero-emittance electron beam (e.g., a single 

electron), the radiation produced in an undulator has an angular divergence given by 

equation (1.35)) as well as an apparent source size (due to the length of the undulator), 

given by 
l- 

Hence, the geometric RMS emittance of the photon beam emitted by a single elecbron 

passing t,hrough an undulator is 

An 
&,,k = r&,@:,k = -. 

4 
(1.37) 
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For an electron beam with a gaussian transverse dist,ribution, characterized by a 

spatial parameter ce and an angular parameter a:, the effective photon beam param- 

et,ers are obtained by adding in quadrature with the single-electron parametersj23, 

27, 281 : 

d = a,2 + a,2 
ai2 = 0:” $ ai 

Thus, the emittance of weak undulator radiation for a non-zero emit.tance electron 

beam is 

(1.38) 

From this, one concludes t,hat, the emittance of the phot.on beam is maintained at’ its 

minimum value if 

._ a,2 < a,2 (1.39) 

and 

aL2 << aC2. (1.40) 

This implies that 

ce < cr. (1.41) 

(Note that, t,he latter condition is necessary but. not sufficient. t,o fulfill equations 

(1.39) and (1.40).) 

This result two important implicat,ions. First,, if one desires a low-emit,tance pho- 

t.on beam, then the best one can do is to supply an electron beam with emit.tance 

significantly less than the wavelength being produced, and with ~,/a: = a,/~: = 47rL 

(where L is, again, the lengt,h of the undulator). Second, as will be seen presently, 

if one maintains the intrinsic photon beam emittance, then (if other conditions are 

also sat,isfied) the radiation wilI be spatially coherent. This is pat.h to Free Elect,ron 

Lasers. 

1.2.2 Coherent Radiation 

In order bo discuss the possibilit,y that, undulator radiat,ion might be coherent, it 

is helpful to review the meaning of coherence[29, 301. There are two varieties of 
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coherence, spatial coherence and temporal (or longitudinal) coherence. 

Spatial Coherence of Transversely Extended Sources 

- 

Spatial coherence refers to the constancy of the phase across a wave-front. of light. 

In particular, spatially coherent light’ will form interference fringes when used in a 

Young’s t,wo-slit, experiment. Figure 1.1 shows an experiment, in which an on-axis 

point, source is used to illuminat,e t,wo slits, spaced by 2A, a distance D from the 

source. Suppose further that. the light from these slits falls on a screen at. a distance 

S from the slits. If the width of the individual slits is small compared to D, L, and A, 

and if A is small compared to D and L, then interference fringes are formed on the 

screen, spaced by 
AS 

Ax, = -. 
2A 

(1.42) 

If the point source is moved bransversely (i.e., to an off-axis position), then the center . . 
of the fringe pattern moves as well, to 

xs x, = --) 
D 

(1.43) 

where x, is the distance of the source from the axis. 

If one had two equal-st,rengt,h point sources bhat’ individually produced fringe 

pat,terns offset by Axf/2 relative bo one another, t,hen t.he combined irradiance would 

be flat,-i.e., no fringes would be seen. (One must,, of course, add the electric fields 

and nob the irradiances t,o see t.his.) This occurs when the two point, sources are off 

axis at 

x=*AD 8A’ (1.44) 

Hence, even though these two sources might, be radiating in phase, t.he combined 

source does not produce interference fringes and is said to be spatially incoherent. 

As the point sources are moved toward one another, t.he fringes gradually reappear. 

To obtain a high degree of spatial coherence for two point, sources offset. by kx,, one 

wants t,he centers of the two fringe pat,terns to be spaced by, say, less than Axf/4: 

2x,s 1 AS 
-<qAxf=-. 

D 8A 
(1.45) 
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Figure 1.1: Young’s Two-Slit Experiment 
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This can be rewrit,ten as 
A x 

&D 
- = x,9, < - 

iii? 
(1.46) 

where I have used 6, to denote the angle of a ray that starts on-axis and passes 

through one of the slits. 

If one now lets xS represent, the spatial size of an extended source and 8, the 

charact.eristic angular divergence of the source, then one concludes that radiabion 

with emit,tance E r = 7rxS8, exhibits spatial coherence at. certain wavelengths, namely 

if 

- x > ltk,/n. (1.4i) 

A more rigorous analysis shows[24] tha.t for a gaussian beam, complet,e spat.ially 

coherence (i.e., no washing-out. of fringes) is obtained if 
. . 

x > 4C, = 47r&. (1.48) 

While I have discussed coherence in the context. of Young’s experiment, and will 

cominue t*o do so below, t,his is only for clarity. What the appearance of fringes in 

Young’s experiment, at,tests to is t,he coherence of t.he radiation from the source at, 

a certain distance from the source (namely, the position of the slits) and within a 

certain region (namely, between the SW). 

If one refers back to equation (1.37) for the emittance of single-electron undulator 

radiat,ion, one sees that. this condition for spatial coherence is in fact satisfied, so that 

single-electron radiation from an undulator is spatially coherent. In addition, one sees 

that. if t.he electron-beam emitt,ance is significamly less than X/4, then the radiation 

is spatially coherent. even for a beam of many electrons. One conclusion that. can be 

drawn from this is that. for a zero-length electron bunch that satisfies equation (1.48), 

the on-axis int#ensit,y is the coherent. superposition of the radiation from each elect,ron, 

so that. the flux on-axis will be N2 times the flux for a single electron. 

Spatial Coherence of Longitudinally Extended Sources 

Until now? I have considered the sources to he in a plane of constant. z (i.e., in a plane 

parallel t,o the planes of the slits and the screen). However, when an electron bunch 
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acts as a source of synchrotron radiation, it has a longitudinal extent. as well as a trans- 

verse extent. Imagine then that. one has two equal-strength, on-axis point sources, 

one at, z=O and another at z = AZ, with AZ < D. Since both sources are on-axis, 

each individually illuminates both slits with the same phase. Hence, spatial coherence 

is maintained. However, depending on AZ, the coherent flux passing through the slits 

may be diminished or increased relative to that for a single source, due to interference 

between the two sources. 

- 

The optical path length difference for light, from the t,wo sources to the slits is 

simply AZ, to first. order. Hence, if AZ < X and the sources emit, in phase, then 

constructive imerference will occur at the slits. Clearly, for N equal-strength, in- 

phase sources, confined to a longitudinal imerval AZ < X, the peak on-axis intensity 

is increased by N 2. Thus, if an electron-bunch is short. compared to the wavelength 

and if t,he transverse coherence condition (equation (1.48)) is also satisfied, dhen the 

-on-axis flux will be N2 times the single-electron flux, preserving the result, obtained 

for a zero-length electron bunch. This provides a dramatic increase in the radiation 

power (in regions of constructive interference), and is therefore a highly desirable 

result. 

Consider also that if the t,wo sources are out of phase by 180” and spaced by X/2, 

then they will constructively interfere. Hence, if t.wo electron bunches, each short 

compared to X, are spaced by (n + 1/2)X (where n is an integer) and experiencing 

opposit’e acceleration, then they will radiat,e in phase at the slits (or some distant 

on-axis point) and hence their intensities will interfere constructively. In this way, a 

train of mutually-coherent sources can be created. 

A typical undulator period, X,, is 2.5 cm. For a 120 MeV beam such as that 

produced by the SSRL pre-inject,or, t.he first,-harmonic wavelengdh (assuming K < 1) 

is X1 = 0.2pm. A relativistic electron bunch with a bunch-length of 0.2hm would 

have St = 0.6 x 10m3ps. While bunch-lengths of order 1 ps are possible (see Chapt,er 

4), a sub-femto-second bunch length is not within the realm of current, accelerat,or 

technology. Hence, it would seem that the promise of coherent undulator radiation 

is out, of reach. The solution to this problem is called a Free Electron Laser (FEL), 

and I will discuss it, in the next section. 
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Temporal Coherence 

First,, I wish to complete the discussion of coherence by explaining temporal coherence. 

Temporal coherence refers essentially to the monochromaticity of light, and can be 

understood by returning to Young’s two-slit experiment with a single on-axis source. 

If one modifies the experiment. by placing refractive material over one of the slits, 

then the optical path length for light going through that slit, is increased, resulting in 

a phase-shift. at the screen relative to the light going through the other slit. Suppose 

that the lights going through the refractive mat,erial is dela,yed by time At. For a 

* I perfect,ly monochromatic source, this phase shift, is irrelevant, and merely results in 
- 

a shifting of the fringes. A perfectly monochromatic source is said to be completely 

temporally coherent: or to have A& = 03. 

However, for a realistic source, the spread in frequencies means t,hat. for too long of 

a delay, At 2 A&.,, the interference fringes will no longer appear. Instead, one will 

-see the uniform illumination characteristic of incoherent light. To see this, imagine 

that’ a source has a spread AU of frequencies about wO. If these frequencies are in phase 

at the source at time t#=O, then at. t = n/Aw, the phase spread for light, emerging from 

either of the slits will be 27r. If light. from such a source is used in a modified Young’s 

two-slit experiment with a refractive p1at.e giving At 2 z/Aw, then the interference 

pat,tern will be washed out, because the phase-shift will shift the fringes for the outer 

frequencies by one-half of the fringe spacing. Hence, A&, = r/Aw is t.he t,ime over 

which the source is said t.o maintain coherence with itself. The coherence time can 

be improved to the desired degree by employing a mono-chromatCor with a sufficiently 

narrow band-pass. 

The spectral broadness of undulat,or radiation at. harmonic n can be estimated by 

taking the Fourier transform of a sinusoidal field oscillation of Nn periods, where N 

is the number of undulat$or periods. One finds that the FWHM of the spectral power 

distribution around each harmonic is 

Awn%“” 
nN’ 

(1.49) 

implying coherence times of 

At 
NT NX1 

coh = - = - 
WI 2c 

(1.50) 
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and coherence len@hs of 
NX1 

A&, = CA&, = ?. (1.51) 

Since t.ypically N > 1, one sees that. undulator radiation is temporally coherent, over 

many wavelengths. 

1.2.3 Free Electron Lasers 

Energy Transfer Condition 

Imagine that. an electron beam is sent’ through an undulator, and that’ the fundamental 

radiat,ion wave1engt.h is X1. Further imagine thad a laser beam of the same wavelengt,h 

is also made to pass through the undulat.or, so that. it overlaps the electron beam. 

Electrons oscillate at. t(he same frequency as the laser field (otherwise, the electrons 

wouldn’b radiate at. the same frequency). 

.- The transverse motion of the electrons is det,ermined primarily by the undulat,or 

fields[21], so that. for any electron 

dy 
dt.= =2 ---&vEcos(2az(t)/X,)cos(wt - kz(t,)) 

z(t) = P*(t - tcA 

where ,B*c is the average longitudinal ve1ocit.y of an electron which ent,ers the undulator 

and laser fields ab t = t,. v and E are positive quantities, v being t.he peak transverse 

electron ve1ocit.y and E t*he peak transverse field strength of the laser beam. (This 

ignores the transverse motion that, individual electrons have in addition to the motion 

imposed by the undulator, consistcent with the assumption of a small beam-emittance.) 

When the phase of the undulations and of t,he laser field are such that the cosines 

have the same sign, then energy is transferred from the electron to the laser beam. 

The energy transfer is great*er when the transverse elect,ron ve1ocit.y is greater, i.e., 

when the electron is near the zero crossing of its undulating mot,ion. If the cosines 

are of. 0pposit.e sign, then the field does work on the electron and thus energy is 

extracted from the laser beam. Clearly, to amplify t.he laser beam, one wants the 

former condit,ion to hold. However, since the electrons do not, travel exactly at. the 

speed of light’, it would seem that the condit,ion cannot, be maint,ained, and t,hat t,he 

electron will alt,ernately gain and loose energy as it falls behind t,he wave. 
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To see how net energy transfer t,o the wave is possible, note that. there will be 

such transfer if 

J 

L 

A= cos(2rz/X,)cos(kz - wt(z)) dz > 0, (1.52) 
0 

where I am now considering t a function of z (the electron position), and where L is 

the length of the undulator. Rewriting this using equation (1.52) one obtains 

A= J L cos(2~z/X,)cos(27rz/A~( l/p* - 1)) dz 
0 

(1.53) 

To maximize A, one equates the factors multiplying z in the cosines, obtaining 

Xl 1 -c---l 
Al P’ ’ 

(1.54) 

which is the “phase-slip” condition[20]. If the phase-slip condition is satisfied, then 

as the electron falls back, its transverse velocity is falling as well, so that when 

-it has fallen-back to where the laser field has changed sign, its velocit,y has also 

changed sign. The crests of the electron motion, where the ve1ocit.y is zero, coincide 

with zero-crossings of the laser fields. The phase-slip condition, together with the 

electron beam energy and equation (1.34) for the radiation wavelength, must’ be self- 

consistently solved in order to find the conditions on K and 7 necessary to achieve 

energy transfer to the laser beam for a given X,. Ahernatively, one can find the 

“synchronous velocit,y”, v, = /?*c that electrons must have in order to give (or receive) 

net. energy from the laser fields. 

Micro-Bunching 

Most of the elements necessary for an intuitive understanding of FELs have been 

reviewed in the previous sections. I showed that under certain conditions, undulator 

radiation could be spatially coherent and that the on-axis flux would scale like N2. It, 

seemed, however, that to realize this would require an unrealistically short electron 

bunch. FELs succeed in spite of this because the radiation field imeracts with t#he 

bunch to produce “micro-bunching”, i.e., longit,udinal densit#y modulations on the 

scale of the light, wavelength[21, 201. 

For an initially longitudinally uniform beam traveling at. the synchronous velocit.y, 

half t.he particles will loose energy and half will gain energy. Unless t,he densit,y of the 
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beam can be modulated on the scale of Xi, there will be no amplification of the laser 

beam. However, since the electron beam energy is being modulat,ed at’ the wavelengt’h 

of the laser beam, so is the velocit,y. This ve1ocit.y modulation has the same spatial 

frequency as the laser fields, and is thus just. what is needed allow coherent, power t.o 

be generated. (see Section 1.2.2, page 21). 

Not,e that the derivation of bhe phase-slip condition ignored the fact, that, as elec- 

trons gain or loose energy, their velocities change. In order to get’ gain, the beam 

must initially travel somewhat, fast,er than t,he synchronous velocit,y? so that, bunching 

is not symmetric about the null of the laser field[20].) 

Electron Beam Requirements for FELs 

Having given a brief account. of the physics at, work behind the generation of coherent, 

radiation in FELs, I now list the general beam-qualit,y requirements for an FEL: 

l The electron beam emitt,ance should be less than the natural emittance of the 

undulator radiation. More precisely, equat,ions (1.39) and (1.40) should be 

sat.isfied. 

l The undulat,or parameher K, the undulator wavelengt.h, and the initial beam 

momentum should be chosen to give an initial beam velocity somewhat’ great,er 

than the synchronous velocit’y, so that, micro-bunching occurs in t,he region 

where the elect,ron beam looses energy to t,he laser beam. (See [20] for a more 

precise statement.) 

l The bunch length, St, should be as long as pract.ical in order t,o provide more 

micro-bunches, which results in greater gain. Similarly, the peak current, should 

be high, in order to give as much charge per micro-bunch as possible. 

l The initial moment,um spread of the bunch should be small enough to be within 

t.he “buckets” creat,ed by the laser field. If the initial moment,um spread is boo 

large, the gain is decreased because not, all particles have bhe proper velocit,y 

relat,ive t,o the synchronous velocit,y. More specifically[20], one wants 

&< l 
-:!n” (1.55) 

7 
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where N is the number of undulator periods. 

27 
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1.3 RF Guns 

A RF or microwave electron gun [l, 21 is an electron source consisting of an electron 

emitter (the “cat,hode”) immersed in the radio-frequency fields inside a metal-walled 

cavity. The SSRL RF gun is discussed in detail in Chapt,er 2. For the present, I will 

make some remarks about, RF guns in general and about, their history. 

1.3.1 Varieties of RF Guns 

- 
There are t,wo principle variet,ies of RF guns in use today[l4]: “thermionic” and 

“photocathode” RF guns. They are distinguished by the type of cathode used or, 

more precisely, by the way the cathode is made to emit’ electrons. 

Thermionic RF guns employ cat,hodes that must be heat.ed in order to obt,ain 

emission of electrons. In the simplest design, a pillbox cavity[31] might. be used with 

-a thermionic‘cathode being part of one end-wall, and with a beam exithole in the 

opposite end-wall. When the RF fields in the cavity are in t,he accelerating phase, 

electrons are accelerated off of the cathode. With proper design, a large fraction of 

these electrons exits t#he cavit,y before the fields go into the decelerating phase. Those 

that’ do not. exit the cavit,y are decelerated and turned around, and may ret,urn bo 

impact t’he cathode (a phenomenon referred to as “back-bombardment,“). As long as 

RF power is supplied to the gun, this cycle is repeated every RF period, resulting in 

a. train of bunches spaced at the RF period. 

Commonly-used cat.hode materials for thermionic guns are LaBe and dispenser 

cathodes (a tungst.en matrix with work-function-lowering compounds added). Typical 

operat*ing temperatures for LaBG are 1600” C [32], while the dispenser cathode for the 

SSRL RF gun is run at 950°C. Typical current, densities for both these t,ypes of 

cat.hodes are in the lo-30 A/cm2 range, though LaBG. is capable of up to 200 A/cm2[2] 

and advanced dispenser cathodes of up to 140 A/cm2[33]. 

Problems with thermionic guns stem from the fact. that emission occurs through- 

out, the accelerating phase of t.he RF, and during every RF period. This results in a 

beam with a large momentum spread and a large time-spread as well. These issues 

are discussed in more detail below and in Chapt.er 2 

Photocat,hode (or “laser-driven”) RF guns[34] employ a phot.oemitting cathode 
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mat,erial that is pulsed by a laser. Commonly-used cathode materials[l4] include 

LaBe, CssSb, and CsKzSb. Typically? the laser pulse is much shorter than the RF 

period, so that, emission occurs only over a short. phase int,erval. Thus, a phodocathode 

RF gun can produce a much short,er bunch than a thermionic RF gun working at bhe 

same RF frequency, since in thermionic guns electron emission occurs continuously 

during the accelerat,ing phase of the RF. 

While it. is not my purpose here to discuss the physics of photocathode RF guns in 

detail (see [13, 35, 36, 37]), I wish t.o indicat,e the reasons that. such guns out-perform 

t,hermionic syst.ems. 

The high current, densities possible from a phot,oemit’ter (as much as 600 A/cm2[38]) 

result in significantly higher charge per bunch for phot#ocathode RF guns than for 

thermionic RF guns. Because of the shorter phase-interval during which electrons are 

emitted in a phot,ocathode RF gun, RF focusing effect.s (see Chapter 2) are great.ly 

-reduced relat-ive to a thermionic RF gun, resultming in smaller emittances. Since t,he 

current, densit’y is very high, the pulse from a phot,ocathode RF gun need not be greab- 

ly compressed in order have high peak currents; hence, one sees that. phot,ocathode 

based syst,ems generat,e longer bunches than thermionic based systems, since the later 

systems must compress t,o very short’ bunches in order t,o achieve high peak currents. 

As not,ed in Section 1.2.3, a long, high peak-current, bunch is preferred for FEL work. 

Photocat,hode RF guns also have the a.dvantage of being free of t.he cathode back- 

bombardment, problem t,hat, can plague thermionic RF guns when long RF pulses or 

high repet’ition rates are used[39]. In addition, the use of the laser t,o trigger emission 

permits a more flexible bunch pattern, at least in principle. For example, if only N 

bunches are desired per RF pulse, t.hen one need only fire the laser N times per pulse. 

The firing can be delayed unt,il t,he cavit.y has fully charged, so that the fields are not’ 

changing bet,ween bunches. In a thermionic RF gun, emission occurs cont,inuously, 

even while t.he cavit.y is filling, giving a t,rain of bunches that vary in moment,um unt,il 

the beam-cavit,y syst,em has come to equilibrium. This has implicat,ions for FEL use, 

where a small momentum spread is required. 

The superior performance of a pholocathode RF gun comes at the expense of 

the greater complexit,y of a phot,ocathode-based system, which requires a complicat,- 

ed and expensive high-power, RF-synchronized laser and, for the highest-performing 
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syst,ems using Cesiated cathodes, a mechanism t,o withdraw and re-Cesiate t,he cath- 

ode ah intervals [40]. While a thermionic RF gun with a magnetic bunching system 

is comparable in complexity and cost. to a DC-gun-based system wit#h a gap-and-drift’ 

buncher[41], a phot,ocathode RF gun is substantially more complicated and much 

more expensive. Given that the thermionic RF gun system can out,-perform a con- 

ventional DC gun system (excluding sophisticated statme-of-the-art, DC gun systems, 

employing several sub-harmonic bunchers, such as t’he SLC injector[41]) by orders of 

magnitude in brighbness and peak-current,, there is clearly a role for thermionic RF 

guns. Data t,o substantiate this claim is given in Chapt#er 4. 

1.3.2 A Brief History of RF Guns 

Kapit*za and Melekhin!42] report, that in 1948 the first microtron was constructed, 

and that. it used field-induced emission from the gap of the accelerat,ing cavit,y to 

-generat,e a beam. In t,he broadest, sense of the term, then, this was the first RF gun. 

In 1959, Melekhin proposed the use of a hot cat,hode placed off-axis in the microtron 

cavit,y. The primary difference between microtron guns and modern RF guns is that 

in microtrons, the cavity must, not only acce1erat.e the beam off of the cathode, but. it 

must. also provide acceleration each time the beam returns to the cavit,y. Hence, the 

microtron cavity must. have emrance and exit, beam holes, which greatly complicat.es 

the placement. of the cat.hode and the initial trajectories of emitted electrons. Without 

reviewing microt,ron performance in detail, I will simply state t.hat it, does not equal 

t,hat. of a modern RF gun. 

R.B.Neal would appear to be the first to use a RF gun other than a microt,ron 

gun. In a 1953 report[43] on work done at Stanford’s Microwave Laborat.ory, Neal 

discusses experiments done with a hot. cathode insert,ed in t,he first cell of a 2856-MHz 

linear accelerator section. These experiments were done in order to explore certain 

aspects of electron capture by RF fields, and not for the purpose of developing a new 

t,ype of gun. 

In 1975, Y. Minowa of Japan’s Mitsubishi Electric filed for a Japanese patent 

on a RF gun[l], t,hough it is unclear when an operational gun was actually built’. 

Successful operation and experimental charact,erization of a multi-cell Mitsubishi RF 
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gun with a LaBs cathode was reported at the 1989 Linear Accelerator conference in 

Nara, Japan[44]. 

- 

The RF gun is usually considered to have been invented by G.Westenskow and 

J.M.J.Madey at Stanford’s High-Energy Physics Laboratory (HEPL). Their design 

work[2] on a gun employing a pillbox-like cavity and a LaBG cathode was first re- 

ported in the literature in 1984, and the gun was installed and operated in 1985[39]. 

The HEPL system was the first to combine a RF gun with an alpha-magnet,-based 

magnetic buncher[32, 451, resulting in a simple, compact. system. 

In 1985, J.S. Fraser and R.L. Sheffield of Los Alamos proposed use of a laser-pulsed 

cesium ant.imonide cathode in a multicell RF gun[34]. Experimental characterization 

of a. prot,otype one-cell gun with such a cathode was reported in 1987[40]. 

The number of proposed RF gun projects increased rapidly after 1985. A 1990 

review article by C. Travier[14] gives the number of RF gun projects world-wide as 

-.22. Those readers int,erest.ed in a listing of the parameters of existing and proposed 

RF gun projects are referred to this article and to Chapter 4. 

1.3.3 Factors That Degrade Electron Beam Brightness 

The degradation of electron-beam emittance, and hence brightness, in electron ac- 

celeration and bunching is discussed in many places in the Iiteraturej46, 47, 161. 

Knowledge of these effects is necessary if one is to appreciate the advantages and 

disadvantages of RF guns. For the present, I will list, and briefly discuss some of the 

effects involved, leaving t,he detailed discussion for the chapters t,hat, follow. Corres- 

ponding t#o each of these effects is the brightness increase to be gained by eliminat.ing 

its influence. 

Effects that Degrade Emittance 

l Thermal velocity spread at the cathode is almost always a negligible effect, being 

overwhelmed by other effect.s. This is the case for the SSRL RF gun. 

l Now&near space-charge forces are a particular problem for high-brightness beams, 

which by definition have high charge densit.y. These effects are mitigated by 

accelerating as rapidly as possible to relativistic energy, where the beam is 
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“stiffer”. For a beam of constant, radial cross-section, t,he radial accelerat,ion 

scales like l/y3 [7]. This is part of the motivation for RF guns, as I wilI discuss 

present.ly. 

l Time-dependent focuhg forces due to RF fields are a particular problem for 

thermionic RF guns, as mentioned above. These also have a non-negligible effect. 

in phot,ocathode RF guns[l5] and in DC-based injectors, since time-dependent, 

RF fields and long phase-length bunches are present during init,ial bunching. 

This is the dominant’ emit,tance-increasing effect, in the SSRL RF gun. 

._ 

a Non-hear trarwerse forces in RF cavities and from DC magnets are avoidable, 

in general, t,hough not, always in pract,ise, by increasing the apert.ures of the 

magnet,s or RF cavities, or by properly shaping t,he met,al surfaces in the cavit,y. 

In bhe SSRL RF gun? non-linear tranverse fields in the gun are responsible for 

significant emittance increase and for broadening of the momentum specbrum. 

Solution of this problem by a simple cat,hode modificat,ion is discussed briefly 

in Chapt,er 4. 

l Chromatic aberrations from DC magnets are a problem for thermionic RF guns, 

which emit’ a very broad momentum spectrum, since particles st.arting from the 

cathode at. different, phases are given different energies. In order t$o increase 

inbensit.y, it is oft.en desirable t.o use part,icles emitted over a subst,antial phase- 

int.erval, which entails dealing with a larger moment,um spread. For the SSRL 

RF gun, using elect,rons emit,t.ed over 40” of phase ent,ails accepting a momentum 

spread of about ilO%. 

1.3.4 Advantages and Disadvantages of RF Guns 

Advantages 

Until now, I have not, discussed why RF guns are being adopt,ed in preference t,o well- 

established DC gun technology. However, from bhe foregoing discussion it, will have 

been ant,icipat,ed that, RF guns are capable of delivering very high-bright,ness beams. 

The principle advant,age of RF guns st.ems from the rapid acceleration that’ can 

be achieved with t,he strong elect.ric fields possible in an RF cavity. The maximum 
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fields possible in a DC gun are about, 8 MV/m[2], while the peak surface fields in 

a 2856 MHz RF can be as high as 240 MV/m[44]. Typical output, energies for DC 

guns are from 0.08 MeV to 0.4 MeV (kinetic energy), with the upper ranges being 

reached only by the most, state-of-the-art designs. In cont,rast, the SSRL RF gun 

delivers a 2-3 MeV beam. This higher beam momentum greatly decreases the effect 

of space-charge forces in subsequent. bunching and transport. 

Another advantage of thermionic and photocathode RF guns is that. bunching (in 

order to decrease 6he bunch lengt,h and hence increase peak current.) can make use of 

relatively a simple magnetic bunching syst,em (see Chapter 4), rather than the more 

complicat.ed gap-and-drift. prebuncherj411 and sub-velocity-of-light, RF “buncher” ac- 

celeration section required in conventional injectors. 

Disadvantages 

-The principle disadvantage (or difficulty) for a thermionic RF gun is the t,ime de- 

pendence of focusing and energy gain in the gun, due to the time-varying nature of 

the RF fields. DC guns have no RF focusing in the gun per se, but, it is inevitably 

encountered in subsequent, bunching and accelerat,ion. Similarly, while a DC gun 

emits a highly mono-energetic beam, that’ energy must. be modulated (in order t$o 

modulat,e the velocit*y) for bunching. Hence, t,he time-dependence of the gun fields 

is not, necessarily a net disadvantage relative to DC-based syst,ems, but, it. does de- 

crease the achievable brightness, and is one of the principle motivations for use of a 

photocat,hode. 

A more significant. problem for thermionic RF guns is that of cathode lifetime and 

survivabilit’y in t,he presence of back-bombardment. For sufficiently high repetition 

rat,es and long RF pulse lengths, back-bombardment. can damage the cathode and 

degrade the gun’s performance. In addition, back-bombardment can lead to current’ 

variat,ion during the RF pulse, which causes problems for FEL applicat,ions[39]. The 

SSRL system is run with a 2 ~LS RF pulse and a repetition rate of 10 Hz, so that 

back-bomdardment, is not’ a serious issue. 

Anot.her issue in thermionic RF guns is that. of cat’hode thermal isolation. Since 

t,hermionic cathodes have operating temperat,ures typically in excess of 1000” C, t,he 

cathode support’ stem cannot, be in direct, contact’ with the met.al surfaces of t,he cavit,y. 
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At, the same time, ib is necessary that the cathode be in electrical coma& with t,he 

cavity. This is usually done using an RF choke[32], which can be problematical, 

leading to distortions of the fields in t,he cavit.y and unanticipated power losses. For 

the SSRL RF gun, a simpler concept, was employed, as discussed in Chapt,er 2. 

Conclusion 

One cannot, conclude from this discussion whet.her RF gun based preinjectors will 

in fact. provide brighter beams than convemional preinjectors. Such a conclusion 

requires detailed simulations of the effects discussed in this section and the last 

In Chapter 4, I present comparative data for the SSRL preinjector, other RF-gun- 

based preinjecbors, and DC-gun-based preinjectors. It will be seen that., in terms of 

beam brightness, a thermionic RF gun system wit,h magnetic bunching can out,per- 

form all but the most, state-of-the-art, DC-gun-based injectors, which employ high- 

-performance ‘DC guns with muhiple frequency sub-harmonic bunching. Thermionic 

RF gun systems can out,perform conventional “low-t,echnology” injectors by orders 

of magnit,ude in brightness and peak current. That, this can be done using low-cost. 

magnetic bunching technology, wit,h a syst,em using a single RF frequency (the gun fre- 

quency is the same as the linear accelerat,or frequency), and with only velocity-of-light, 

accelerat,or section, is a significant, improvement, in the simplicity and affordabilit,y of 

high-brightness inject.ors. 
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1.4 Overview of Thesis 

- 

Figure 1.2 shows a schematic layout of the SSRL RF gun project, including the gun, 

t,he gun-to-linac t.ransport, line (GTL), and the beginning of the first, of t,hree SLAC- 

type[48] 2856-MHz accelerating sections. Electrons start. at the gun cathode and 

are accelerated by the fields in the gun cavity, forming a beam that. is transported 

through the first part, of the GTL to the bunch-compression alpha magnet. Aft,er 

emerging from the alpha-magnet, the train of bunches is “chopped” by the traveling- 

wave beam-chopper, which admits 3-5 bunches int,o the linear accelerator. (A more 

det,ailed discussion of the GTL will be found in Chapt.er 5.) The plan of t,his t,hesis 

in large part, follows the pat,h that electrons t,ake-that is, it. proceeds from t,he gun, 

through the alpha-magnet, to the linear accelerator. 

In this section, I present, a brief overview of the thesis. To do so, I must anticipat,e 

much that will not’ become complet,ely clear until latter in the thesis. It, is also ap- 

--propriate at’ this time t,o be explicit about my individual comributions to the project, 

having not~ed the comributions of others in the acknowledgements. 

Chapt,er 2 is in part. a computer-aided explanat.ion of the detailed workings of the 

. 

RF gun. It starts with an overview of the concept,s behind the gun and the goals of 

the design. The capabilities of various relevent, simulat,ion programs are discussed, as 

well as my methodology of applying t,he codes. The codes are used t,o explore design 

ahernatives, to understand the physics at work in the gun, and, finally, t,o predict, 

expect.ed gun performance. 

The simulation results presented in Chapter 2 are my own work (t,hough t,he 

codes used were in some cases creat,ed by others, who are acknowledged at appro- 

priate points). My contribut,ion included evaluation and generation of gun design 

alternatives and modification of the design to satisfy the project.‘goals. In particular, 

I determined t,he size and shape of the focusing noses (necessary to obtain good con- 

trol of the tranverse beam size in the gun over a wide range of currents) as well as 

t.he necessary on-axis field ratio bet.ween the cells (necessary to obtain a longitudinal 

phase-space suit.ed to magnetic compression). I creat.ed the code rfgun to provide a 

fast., accurate design tool, and took the leading role in the commissioning of the gun 

and GTL at SSRL. 
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Design of the gun cannot be separat.ed from the design of the GTL itself, which 

was also my responsibilit,y. This included dehermination of the GTL optics, the length 

of the transport’ line, and the requirements for the alpha-magnet. While I will not’ 

discuss these details here, I did the physics design of all the GTL magnets (quad- 

rupoles, st.eering magnets, and the alpha-magnet) and the beam-chopper (including 

the permanent’ magnet, deflectors). My work included magnetic CharacterizaQion of 

the magnets using a comput,er-aided measuring set,up that. I assembled and wrote the 

code for. 

- 

Chapt,er 3 goes int,o t.he properties of t,he alpha-magnet[45] in great det.ail. While 

the alpha-magnet’ was invented in 1963 and has been widely used in bunching and 

ot.her applications, to my knowledge this is the first, work in which full second and 

third order transport matrices are given. These matrices, along with highly accurate 

zero and first’ order results, are calculated by a program that I wrote, using a method 

.bhat. I developed and which I explain in the chapt,er. The method is applicable t,o 

finding matrices up to t*hird order for any beam transport, element. (as is t.he code, 

if provided with the appropriat,e equat,ion of motion). I also report, on beam-opt.ics 

experiments that’ I performed t,o test* some of these calculations. 

Chapt,er 4 discusses the subject, of longit,udinal dynamics, in the alpha-magnet,- 

and-drift. buncher and in linear accelerators. I present a new way of looking at t.he 

problem of mataching t,he inject.ed bunch longitudinal phase space, using contour maps 

of final phase and moment,um as a function of initial phase and momentum. I discuss 

the well-known general principles of magnetic bunch compression, and employ result,s 

from Chapter 3 in order to show how an alpha magnet can be used for magnet’ic 

bunching, and under what circumstances. Using these ideas, I employ computer 

methods to find t,he opt,imal bunch-compression parameters for the SSRL RF gun. 

This is followed by detailed predictions of the performance of the SSRL pre-injector 

in t.erms of peak current, emit,tance, and brightness, as well as comparison with other 

project’s. For this, I used the tracking code elegant[49], which I wrote specifically 

for the SSRL project. 

Chapter 5 concent,rades on experiment’al characterization of t,he gun and the pre- 

injector. It starts wit,h a det.ailed walk through the GTL and continues witah a discus- 

sion of the GTL optics. The remainder of the chapt.er gives experimental results and 
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comparable results of simulated experiments. These experiments include measure- 

ment. of the moment.um spectrum, the emit,tance, and the bunch 1engt.h. I performed 

all of t,he experiments and data analysis, as well as the simulat,ions. 

- 

Comput,er simulations are employed extensively in the present, work, because the 

nature of the problems dict,ates that numerical methods be used for precise solutions. 

In order t$o more clearly separate my own contributions from those of others, I have 

adoptsed t,he convent.ion of putting the names of computer programs that’ I have writ- 

t,en in t,ype-writ,er type face (e.g., “program”) while put,ting the names of comput,er 

programs writ’ten by others in upper-case let,t,ers (e.g., “PROGRAM”). (This is not, 

always adhered to in figure labels.) In addition, I have mentioned, where appropriate, 

what’ modifications I have made t#o programs writ,ten by others. 

Some of my programs (albeit. those with the least lit,eral physics content) are de- 

scribed in Appendix A, and others are either described in the text, or will be described 

in fort#h-coming publications[49, 501. While these programs represent. a substantial _. 

amount, of original work, I have decided t,o concentrate on the physics that, the codes 

predict, rather t.han the det,ails of the codes t,hemselves. Appendix A is included in 

part, t,o advance a new philosophy of code int,egration, in part. as an example of the 

implement.ation of that, philosophy, and in part as documentat.ion for t,hat, implemen- 

tat,ion. 
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Gun Design and Simulations 

As discussed above, one of t,he RF gun’s principle advantages, and indeed the essential 

reason for using an RF gun rather t,han a DC gun, is the rapid acceleration of elect,rons, 

which great,ly lessens space-charge induced emittance degradation. Unfortunat.ely, . . 

the very fact. that electrons emit,t.ed from the RF gun cat,hode are accelerat#ed from 

t,hermal velocit,ies to velocities approaching the speed of light, means that analytical 

approaches to the electron dynamics in the gun are unlikely to be fruitful. Additional 

complications arise from t,he time-varying nature of the accelerating fields, and from 

t.he continuous emission of electrons from t.he cat,hode. 

Because of these complicat’ions, it’ is necessary to employ comput,er programs to 

simulat,e the detailed operation of the gun and to evaluat,e alt.ernat,ive designs. In 

this cha.pt,er, I will discuss many aspects of the physics of the gun as explored with 

various comput.er codes. In part,icular, I will concent,rate on st,eady-st,at,e simulat,ions 

of single-bunch evolut,ion in the gun. (Multiple-bunch simulations will be addressed 

in fut,ure publications.) In addition to discussing the physics behind t,he codes and the 

methodology of the simulat,ions, I will discuss the design criteria for the gun and how 

the codes were used to explore alternative designs. Finally, I will present, and discuss 

collated results of simulations of t.he gun as it was built, giving a picture of many 

aspects of gun performance. Experimental results are report,ed in a later chapter. 

The primary computer codes t,hat I employed in this context were MASK[51], 

SUPERFISHj.521, and rfgun. SUPERFISH is a well-established code t.hat calculates 

the frequencies and t,he field dist,ributions for TM modes of resonant. cavit,ies. In 
39 
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the present. work, it. found application in finding higher-order mode frequencies, in 

“t,uning” simulat,ed cavit,y shapes t,o the desired frequency, and in computing field 

distributions for use by rfgun. 

rfgun is a code that, I wrot#e specifically for the SSRL RF gun project. It uses 

the longitudinal field profile generated by SUPERFISH and an approximation to the 

radial electric field and azimut,hal magnetic field t,o calculat,e beam evolution in t’he 

absence of space-charge effects. Like other such codes, rf gun integrates the equations 

of mot,ion for discret,e “macro-particles”, each of which represents many electrons. Its 

primary advantages are speed and simplicit.y of use, which make it, a valuable design 

t,ool when coupled with t,he slower, more cumbersome, but, also more accurat.e code 

MASK. rfgun also allows t,he investigation of t.he importance of various non-linear 

field terms by allowing the user to turn such terms on or off at’ will. 

MASK is a “particle-in-cell” code that. self-consist,ently integrat,es Maxwell’s e- 

.-quations for -the elect,romagnetic field and the Lorentz equation for simulat,ed macro- 

particles, including t’he effects of space-charge. MASK’s advant,age over rfgun is t,hat, 

it. can simulat’e space-charge and higher-order cavity modes, at the expense of greater 

complexity and great.ly reduced speed. MASK is also more accurat,e in predict,ing 

the effects of non-linear fields near the cathode? which are poorly handled by rfgun’s 

off-axis expansion. 
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2.1 Gun Design Overview 

- 

The SSRL RF gun was designed as part, of a larger project,, the SSRL 3 GeV Inject,or 

for the st,orage ring SPEAR[26], and hence was required first. of all to meet, the needs 

of that project. The primary need of the Injector project. was for a reliable high- 

current, elect.ron source that. could be matched to the subsequent linear accelerat,or 

sections in such a way as to produce a beam with less than 0.5% momentum spread 

at, 120 MeV/c. (This is discussed in more detail in Chapt.er 4.) The basic goal for t,he 

gun was to be able to provide 10’ usable elect,rons per gun bunch, which, assuming 

operation at. 10 pulses per second wit.h the equivalent. of two bunches accelerabed per 

pulse and a very conservative filling efficiency of lo%, would allow filling of SPEAR 

to a (quite high) current of 100 mA (5 x 1O1i electrons) in under ten minut,es. I found 

in the course of my design studies t.hat, this goal was relatively easy to meet., requiring 

reasonable RF power, cathode current., and bunching. ._ 

2.1.1 Design Characteristics 

Before examining the design criteria in det,ail, it. is helpful to review the general 

charact,eristics of the gun[53, 541. In doing so, I will necessarily mention many point,s 

t,hat. I will not discuss in detail until later. 

The SSRL RF gun consists of a thermionic cathode mounted in the first, cell of a l- 

$ cell side-coupled 2856 MHz velocity-of-light standing wave struct,ure, as illustrat,ed 

in Figure 2.1. The gun was designed in collaboration wit,h Varian Associat,es, and 

the basic cavity design is one used in Varian Medical accelerat,ors. The modificat.ions 

to the cavit.y were purposely kept, t,o a minimum in order to reduce the magnit,ude 

of t’he research and development effort. This is not without. its costs in terms of 

beam qualit.y, since the Varian cavit*y is not optimized for elimination of non-linear 

RF fields. 

Consisting as it, does of three coupled resonant cavities, the gun has three possible 

“st,ructure” modes[55] with frequencies near the fundamental frequency (as dist.in- 

guished from higher-order modes of t,he individual cells, which are infinite in number). 

This subject, is discussed in the references, and t,o be brief I will simply stat,e that 

the gun is operated in the n/2 mode, which means that’ there is a phase-shift’ of 90” 
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Figure 2.1: Cross Sectional View of the SSRL RF Gun 
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bedween t,he first cell and side-coupling cell, and bet’ween the side-coupling cell and 

second cell. Hence, the fields in the first, and second cells are 180” out, of phase. RF 

is fed intao bhe gun through a port, in the second cell, via rectangular wa.ve guide, as 

shown in Figure 2.1, and fills the first. cell through the coupling cell. 

The design of the Varian side-coupled struct.ure is such that, the length of a full 

cell is one-half the free-space wavelength of 2856 MHz radio waves: 

(24 

where L represent,s t,he periodic lengt,h of the st,ruct,ure and X = 10.49’icm. For an 

accelerat,or consisting of a long chain of such cells, a relat,ivistic particle that arrives 

at. the cent,er of one cell at. t,he RF crest, is guarant,eed to arrive at, the cent’er of 

all subsequent, cells at t,he RF crest in each cell. Hence, it will achieve maximum 

acceleration from each cel.l[56]. This is why t,his structure is referred to as a “velocit,y- 

-of-light,” st,ru‘ct.ure. The RF gun is a very short version of such a st.ructure, wibh the 

electrons being emitted from a cat,hode mounted in the end-wall. (The end wall in 

the first, cell does not, change t,he fields in the remaining part. of the gun, since the 

end wall is placed ad a location of symmet,ry.) 

The cat,hode for the RF gun is a Varian dispenser cathode[33], with a flat,, circular 

emit,ting surface of 6mm diamet,er, capable of current densities of up to 140A/cm2. It 

is mounted in a modified version of Varian’s high-volt,age isolation mountming, which 

is used in Varian’s DC guns. In order to provide focusing of the electron beam in the 

first, cell, we ha.ve put, a metalized ceramic annulus around the cat.hode. This annulus 

and the cathode must be in RF electrical contact. wit’h t,he metal walls of t.he RF 

cavit,y in order to avoid dist.ort,ion of the RF fields. One way to achieve this is using 

an RF choke[32]. For the SSRL gun, a simpler concept was developed. 

RF elect,rical contact bet,ween the cathode stem and t,he annulus is achieved by 

a toroidal tungsben spring around the cat,hode st#em. This spring fits snugly int,o a 

toroidal cavit,y in the annulus. Elect,rical contact, between the outer diameter of the 

annulus and t.he cavity is achieved through a knife-edge on the annulus that. bit,es 

into a soft, metal O-ring that, rests in a t.oroidal channel in the back side the cavit’y 

wall. The reason for making the annulus out. of ceramic is t.o provide a hea.t-barrier 

t.o prevent. heat, from being conducted t,oo readily into the metal walls of the cavit,y, 
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which would cool t,he cat’hode. If this “heat leak” were too great,, the cathode might. 

not, achieve the temperat(ure (> 900°C) necessary for emission. The tungsten spring 

serves a similar purpose, in that, it, connects the cathode and annulus electrically 

wit.hout providing an easy path for heat flow. 

- 

Pyromet.ric measurements, shown in Figure 2.2, demonstrate that, it is an easy 

madder to achieve cathode temperatures in excess of 105O”C, which is the approximat’e 

t8emperature required to “convert,” the cathode (which refers to a chemical change that, 

must, occur before good emission is obtained). In operation, the cathode temperature 

is closer to 950°C. The Figure shows measurement,s that, I took using two different, 

pyromet,ers, correct.ed for the emissivit,y of tungst.en. I found that, the temperat,ure 

variation across the cathode was less than 5°C over the ent.ire cathode surface, and 

less t,han t,he measurement’ resolution of about 2°C out. to about’ 90% of the cathode 

radius. 

. 

2.1.2 Gun Operating Cycle 

In t,he steady-st,at,e, as long as RF is supplied to the gun, the gun operat,ing cycle 

repeat,s itself every 350 ps (i.e., at. the R.F frequency). Electrons that start from the 

cat,hode during the accelerating phase of the RF in the first. cell are initially moving 

at, thermal velocit,ies. The RF fields accelerate these electrons rapidly, as a result. of 

which a beam is injected int.o the second cell (provided the fields are high enough). 

By virt.ue of the time it takes for the beam bo get from the cat.hode to the second cell, 

the particles arrive in the second cell during the accelerating phase of the fields in 

that. cell. Hence, the second cell continues the acceleration of the beam that. began in 

the first, cell. In a matter of about. 330-360 ps after being emit,ted from the cathode 

(how long depends on the field), the first, electrons of the bunch are eject.ed from t.he 

gun. During that, same time, electrons that do not, make it, out of the first cavit,y are 

back-accelerated into the cathode, causing additional heating of the cathode surface. 

In addition, some particles that, do not make it. out of the second cell (because they 

entered too la6e in the accelerating phase of that cell, with too lit.tle momentum), will 

be back-accelerated into t,he first. cell, and contribute to the back-bombardment of the 

cat,hode. I will ret,urn to these points in 8he next, sect,ion, where I will show a series of 
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“beam snapshots” (from MASK simulat,ions) at. various points in the operating cycle. 

Those particles that. exit, the gun comprise the “gun current” or “the beam”. 

Because of the RF nat*ure of the accelerating fields, the gun current for each cycle 

has a large spread in moment,um, from some maximum down to essentially zero. 

However, we shall see that’ about half the particles in the beam have at least 80% of 

the peak momentum. Similarly, there is a wide spread in exit, times, but, about half 

the particles are within 25 ps or so of the particle with the peak moment,um. 

2.1.3 Matching to the RF Source 

There are two principle limitat,ions on t.he gun current. One is the current, densit.y 

that, is available from the cathode. The ot,her is the amount, of RF power that is 

available to accelerate that current. Extraction of current from the gun requires a 

certain minimum elect,ric field level in the cavit,y, otherwise current emitted from the 

‘cat.hode will not be accelerat,ed sufficiently rapidly to make it out, of the gun before 

the RF fields reverse sign. In order to maintain the elect.ric fields in the cavit,y and 

accelerate electrons, one must, supply sufficient, RF power to compensat,e the power 

that. goes into the beam, as well as the power that must, be dissipated in the cavit.y 

walls to maintain the electric fields. 

Early design studies on the gun indicat,ed t,hat. l-l.5 A of current. at an average 

kinet,ic energy of 2 MeV was feasible. In addition, it. was anticipated that’ 5 MW of RF 

power could be supplied to the gun. The beam power is simply the product of beam 

energy and current,, from which one concludes t.hat, 2-3 MW of RF power must’ be 

supplied “for t,he beam” in t,his case. An additional power loss of about 1 MW occurs 

in t.he walls of the RF cavit,y, as a result’ of creating the electric fields that provide 

acceleration to 2 MeV. This makes a total of 4 MW, which is conservatively below 

what, we anticipat,ed would be available. The cavity must, be “mat,ched” to the RF 

source in order to make best use of the available RF power in the presence of beam. 

The cavit,y was thus made to be “over-coupled”, with a normalized load impedance 

of p = Pbeam/Pwd + 1 z 4.15. (This is topic is discussed in the references[57, 581.) 

2.1.4 On-Axis Field Profiles 
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Figure 2.3: Gun On-Axis L0ngit.udina.l and Radial Elechic Field Profiles 
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Computer st.udies also showed that in order t,o opt,imize the bunch longit.udinal phase- 

space for magnetic compression, it, would be necessary to delay the arrival of electrons 

in the second cell. The most straight,-forward way to do this was by accelerating the 

electrons less rapidly in the first, cell. Hence, the field amplit#ude in the first cell is 

approximat.ely one-third of that in the second cell, as shown in Figure 2.3 (calculated 

with SUPERFISH). This was accomplished by modifying the coupling slots that. 

connect’ the on-axis cells and the coupling cell[44]. 

The on-axis fields in t,he gun are related to those shown in Figure 2.3 (which is 

for the first. RF gun, as built.) by the multiplicative factor E,zcos(wt,), where En2 is 

- t,he peak, on-axis field in the second cell. Epz provides a convenient’ measure of t,he 

excitation level of the RF fields, and I shall use it for this purpose throughout my 

discussion. Another important. quantit.y relat,ed to t,he excitat,ion level of the cavit.y is 

the peak surface field, E,,. This field is of course proportional to EP2, and since there 

-are breakdown limitations on how high E,, may be, t,here are limits on how high Ep2 

may be. For t,he RF gun as it was built, SUPERFISH gives E,, z 2 . Ep2. For 2856 

MHz RF in a copper cavit’y with a surface finish of the qualit.y that, is achieved in the 

RF gun, E,, 5 240MV/ m is feasible[44]. Typically, Varian operat,es its accelerators 

wibh E,, < 165MV/m[44]. We will see below that, the optimum operation of t,he RF 

gun is comfortably below t,he breakdown limit. 

2.1.5 Design Goals 

Having given an overview of the gun and t,he concepts involved, I am now in a position 

to list. and briefly discuss the design goals [53, 541: 

1. There should be at. least 10’ “usable” electrons per S-Band bunch, for cat.hode 

current, densities of less than 100A/cm2, i.e., at, least. 10’ electrons per bunch 

wit,h moment,um great,er than 80% of the maximum momentum. This momen- 

tum window was established because it, seemed feasible to transport a 3110% 

moment.um spread from the gun to t,he linear accelerator without excessive 

losses, and because this momentum range turns out. to cont’ain about~ half the 

current. t,ha,t exits the gun. 
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2. The average momentum in t,he useful beam should be 2 to 3 MeV/c, for surface 

fields below t,he breakdown limit. The primary reason for choosing this momen- 

t,um range was to reduce t.he influence of space charge after the gun. Operating 

in this moment,um range also results in more efficient, extraction of currents from 

the gun than does operating at lower momenta. 

3. The longitudinal phase-space should be suitable for magnetic compression. As 

I will discuss in detail in Chapter 4, this implies t,hat, t.he momentum-vs-time 

charact,eristic of the gun longitudinal phase-space should be near-linear and 

monot.onically decreasing with time. 

. . 

4. The focusing struct,ure around the cathode should provide a gently-converging 

beam for a wide range of current densit,ies. Since it, was initially not. known what, 

current, densities would be achievable in normal operat.ion, it. was desirable that, 

low current, beams should not’ be over-focused and that, high current, beams 

should show some convergence. In the absence of focusing noses, the beam 

would fill the exit tube in the first. cell or even hit the cell noses (for high 

current, density). 

5. The normalized RMS emittance for t.he useful beam, defined by equat.ion (1.9), 

should be less than 15n . m,c . pm over the ent.ire range of current densit,ies, 

where the averages are taken over the useful elect.rons in the beam. This cor- 

responds t,o a geometric emit.tance of less than about, 37r . mm. mrad, and was 

selected based on what. seemed feasible from init.ial studies. 

6. The average beam power returning to hit the cathode should be manageable, 

i.e., not, great,er t,han the filament. power (about 11W) used t.o heat. the cathode, 

and preferably below 5 W, in order bo ensure stable operation and long cat,hode 

lifetime. 
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2.2 Simulation Codes and Methodology 

As I indicabed in the introduction, the nat,ure of particle motion in 6he RF gun is such 

t,hat. analytical methods are of lit.tle use if one wants detailed, accurate predictions. 

(This is less so for photJocadhode RF guns, where the beam is emit,ted in a short, pulse, 

t,riggered by a short laser pulse[37, 12, 131.) Electrons go from thermal velocidies at’ 

t,he cathode to relat,ivist,ic velocities in the space of a few centimeters, meaning that’ 

neither non-relativist,ic nor highly-relat’ivistic approximations are adequat.e. What, is 

more, t.he rate at, which an elect,ron is accelerated depends on the phase at. which it’ is 

emitted from t,he cat,hode. Depending on when it. is emitted and what the fields are 

in the gun, an electron may exit, bhe gun wit,h /? = 0.98 or p = 0.01, or it may not exit 

t,he gun at all, returning rather to hit the cathode (again, with a wide range of possible 

velocities). Some electrons even 0scillat.e bet.ween t,he first. and second cells one or 

more times before finally exitsing the gun or hit,ting the cathode. When one adds to 
._ 
this complexit,y the additional complexit’y of space-charge effects, t,he problem is even 

more .clearly out, of the realm of analytical solution. Rather than at,tempt, to find 

approximat,e analytical bools, then, I have employed numerical mehhods exclusively. 

I will not, att.empt. t.o explain t,he detailed workings of the codes that, I have used. 

This is t#reat,ed in the references[51, 52, SO]. While the version of MASK t,hat, I use 

is non-standard, the modifications I have made are primarily t,o the user int.erface. 

In addit,ion, I have added a number of capabilities t,hat. were necessary for simulation 

of t,he RF gun. My version of MASK has t.he capabilit,y t,o simulate a cat,hode wit,h 

emission limit.ed at. some specified uniform current, densit,y. It’ also allows one to easily 

inject simulation particles from one MASK run int.o another MASK run, which proved 

necessary because the two cells of the gun had to be simulated separately. 

2.2.1 Tuning and Boundary Conditions 

Before simulating the gun with MASK or rf gun, one must first. check t,he cavit,y profile 

using SUPERFISH, in order to determine t,hat t.he comput,ed resonant frequency for 

the fundament.al mode is as expected. Because of the off-axis coupling cell, it is not, 

possible t.o run SUPERFISH for t.he endire gun, since SUPERFISH is for cylindrically 

symmet.ric cavities only. Hence, I have run SUPERFISH for t.he first, and second cells 
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separat,ely. Simulation of the entire gun cavit,y could be done with a three-dimensional 

code like MAFIA[59], but, I have not done t,his. 

- 

If the cavit.y had a uniform r/2-mode, then the longit,udinal field at, t,he junction 

between the cells (i.e., at z = X/4, measuring from t,he end wall of t,he first, cell) would 

necessarily be zero for the 7r/2 mode, since the fields in the t,wo cells are 180” out of 

phase. In this case, one would use Dirichlet boundary conditions at, z = X/4 for bot.h 

cells. The boundary condition at z = 3X/4 is less clear, since bhere is no following 

cell to provide symmet,ry-the boundary condition is a combination of Neumann and 

Dirichlet. Dirichlet boundary conditions would be appropriat,e at z = 3X/4 only if 

there were following cells t,o provide t.he necessary symmetry. What. is more, since 

the RF gun has a non-uniform r/2-mode, one cannot’ conclude that Dirichlet. bound- 

ary conditions are appropriabe at. the z = X/4 boundary either. Because one cannot, 

decide exactly what, the boundary conditions should be wit,hout, first simulating bot,h 

.cells (which SUPERFISH cannot. do) and t.he struct,ure following the second cell, t.he 

problem is in fact, only solved by implicitly giving up the approximation of inde- 

pendent’ cells. Rather than do this, I elected t,o use Dirichlet, boundary conditions at, 

z = X/4 and z = 3X/4, since these are most’ likely to be closest, t#o the actual boundary 

conditions. 

To see t*hat, this is a justifiable approximation, consider t,hat, the cut,off frequency 

of the beam t,ube (which has a radius of R, = 3.8mm) is[31] 

2.405~ 
f - cut& = 

2nRt ’ 
(2.2) 

or approximat,ely 30 GHz, compared to f = 2.856GHz for the fundamental mode of 

the gun. Hence, the fields in the beam tube should fall off rapidly in moving into t,he 

beam tube from eit,her cell. The l/e dist.ance is given by 

d = 2+&7 
(2.3) 

which comes out, t,o 1.6mm for the present’ case, compared to about. ‘imm for t,he 

dist,ance from t,he beginning of any cell nose to the nearest boundary plane. Hence, 

one expects that. the fields in the cells and the resonant’ frequency of the cells will be 

insensit.ive t,o the boundary conditions, and this is indeed what, I have found to be t.he 
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case. I find that, the resonant. frequencies of both cells change by less than 400kHz 

in changing from Dirichled to Neumann boundary condit,ions in SUPERFISH. The 

on-axis longitudinal fields differ visibly only near the boundaries, and then only by a 

small fraction of the peak field. 

The actual dimensions of the gun cavity are different, from the original design. In 

particular, the re-entrant, noses (not. the focusing noses, but’ those belonging t’o the 

Ovarian cell design) were of different lengt,hs t,han specified in the design. This was 

a result, of cavit,y t,uning during machining. All of the dat,a I present, will be for the 

first RF gun as it. was actually built, (which I refer t,o as “the gun as built.“), unless 

ot,herwise not,ed. 

I found that. when the cavit’y shapes for the gun as built were put, int.o SUPER- 

FISH, the frequencies of the cells were different, from each other and from measure- 

ment.s, with the second cell calculat,ed frequency being about 2838 MHz. This dis- 

crepancy is most. probably a result, of imprecise knowledge of the exact’ acdual cavit,y 

dimensions and t’he effect, of t,he coupling slots and t.he coupling cell. Upon modeling 

t,he second celI in MASK, I found that I obtained very nearly the same frequency as 

in SUPERFISH. I decided to tune t,he first, cell t,o 2838 MHz also, as this frequency is 

wit,hin 0.5% of the goal of 2856 MHz (I will show below t.hat, the error int,roduced by 

this is small). Even aft,er tuning t.he first, cell to within 1 MHz of 2838 in SUPERFISH 

(which was done by slight, alt.erations of the upper radius of t,he cell nose), I found 

that. t.he frequency given by MASK was 30 MHz low. This is probably attributable t,o 

t,he coarseness of the mesh in MASK, implying that. t.he agreement, obtained for t.he 

second cell was fort,uihous. I found it’ necessary to insert. an artificial t,uning plug int.o 

t.he MASK simulat,ion of the first, cell (see below). This plug is far from the beam 

and makes no significant, change in the on-axis fields. 

Figure 2.4 shows the SUPERFISH-generated field lines for the first and second 

cell. Table 2.1 lists SUPERFISH-generat,ed paramet.ers for both cells, some of which 

are self-explanat,ory, others of which are explained below. 

While SUPERFISH calculat.es cavit,y resonant, frequencies explicitly, MASK calcu- 

lat,es only the t,ime-dependent, field evolution. In order t,o find the resonant frequency 

of a cavit,y simulated in MASK, I “hit.” the cavity with a relatively broad-band signal 

and looked at. the frequency of the ringing. How this was done is discussed below. For 
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Figure 2.4: SUPERFISH Field Line Plots for RF Gun Cells 
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Table 2.1: SUPERFISH-generated Cell Parameters 

now, suffice it to say t,hat, the simulated frequencies of the first, and second cells were 

2834.5 MHz and 283i.8 MHz, respectively, where I det(ermine the frequency from the 

time between subsequent, zero-crossings of the electric field at some fixed point, in . . 
each cell. This is a valid procedure provided there is only one mode that. is appre- 

ciably excit.ed, which I t.ook pains t*o ensure was the case, as I discuss below. Fourier 

analysis would have required simulating the cells for 1 psec in order to det.ermine 

the frequencies t.o within 1 MHz. This would have taken about. 20 days of dedicat,ed 

computat.ion by SSRL’s VAX 8810. While these frequencies are the same t,o wit.hin 

0.1%: t.he difference is not, negligible and must. be compensated for. 

The final cavit,y profiles used in MASK are shown in Figures 2.5 and 2.6. The 

solid lines show the desired profile (which is t.he actual profile, except, for the tuning 

artifice in t&he first, cell), while dots show the grid points that were filled wit.h “metal” 

in MASK in order to achieve t,hat profile. The choice of boundary conditions in MASK 

is even more complicat,ed t,han for SUPERFISH, since the beam-induced fields have 

no definite symmetry and are not’ constrained t,o frequencies below cutoff. I chose to 

use Neumann boundary condit.ions in all of my MASK simulabions, because the copy 

of the code t,hat I have does not. implement, Dirichlet boundary conditions. I have 

verified that, t,he influence of t,he boundaries on bhe beam is negligible by simulating 

the first’ cell with a long exit,-t,ube, and comparing the results to a simulation which 

ends 0.43 mm (one longitudinal grid spacing) after z = X/4. 

Figure 2.7 shows on-axis longit,udinal field amplit,udes from SUPERFISH and 

-- 
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Figure 2.5: Profile Used in MASK for the First’ Cell 
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MASK, along wit#h the results of a bead-drop (or “bead-pull”) measurement,[60] taken 

at’ Ovarian. Each profile is normalized so that. the maximum value is 1. Note bhe small 

differences bet,ween SUPERFISH and MASK at, the cell boundary. These are a result 

of the boundary conditions used in MASK, as just. mentioned. There are also some 

differences near the electric-field peaks, due to inaccuracy in simulating the cell noses 

and beam-pipe radius in MASK (a result, of the coarseness of the grid). 

2.2.2 Gun Cavity Parameters 

While SUPERFISH gives parameters for the individual cells directly, it. does not. give 

resu1t.s for the gun as a whole. I will digress briefly to show to obt.ain such result,s. 

These will prove useful in analysis of experimental result,s in Chapter 5. The definition 

of the Q for eit,her cell is[56] ..- 

. . 
Qi+, 

1 
(2.4) 

where Ui is the stored energy and Pi is the power dissipat.ed in the cavit,y walls, for 

the ith cell, where i is 1 or 2 for the first or second on-axis cell (I ignore the coupling 

cell, since there is no field stored in it in t,he r/2 mode, as discussed earlier in this 

chapt,er). The stored energy may be expressed in t.erms of the peak, on-axis electric 

field as 

Ui = Ki * Eii, (2.5) 

where the Ki are constants that’ can be deduced from SUPERFISH output. (see Table 

2.1). Since E,i = Epl/a, where o z 3 is a constant,, the total stored energy is 

u = u1+ uz = Uz(1+ - K1 )* 
K*Q2 (2.6) 

This form is convenient, since if Ki and K2 are of t,he same order, as one expects, 

then U is dominat*ed by U 2. Similarly, the tot.al power lost in the cavit.y walls is 

1 JhQ2 
P = Pi + P2 = P2(1+ -- 

a2 &QI > 

Hence, the predict.ed Q of the cavit,y in the n/2 mode is 

xl- Q = u2 1 + I&Y2 

P2 1+ $8 

(2.7) 

(2.8) 

-- 
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from which one sees that, for Ki and K2 of the same order and o2 > 1, then Q z Q2. 

Table 2.2 lists the results of cold-test measurements performed at Varian and along 

with inferred propert,ies for the gun, based on this analysis. For some of the inferred 

properties, I have used the values of Ki, Kz, and Qi/Qz calculated with SUPER- 

FISH. I have also listed certain “desired” values, along with predictions based on 

SUPERFISH result.s, with Q = 2.9 (the measured value) used where necessary. 

I have calculated the peak electric field in the second cell as a function of total 

wall power using 

Ep2=g=g& (2.9) 

or (using 2.7) 
_. 

(2.10) 

Table 2.2: Measured and Desired Cavity Parameters for the RF Gun 

quantit,y desired (predicted) measured (inferred) unit. 

Q for n/2-mode (18008) 14000 

frequency at’ 20” C, air 
O-mode - 2922.975 MHz 
n/2-mode 2855.8 2855.835 MHz 

T-mode - 2802.960 MHz 

CI = J&&l 
P 
E pe&,2/VQGE 

2-3 2.9 
4.15 

(7949) (70.5) MV/m/MWi 

2.2.3 Methodology of MASK Simulations 

I ret.urn now to the discussion of simulations, and in particular MASK simulat’ions. 

My met.hodology in using MASK was heavily influenced by the need to economize 
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comput.er time. A single cycle of t,he RF gun with beam t.akes approximat.ely 30 

hours of CPU on SSRL’s VAX 8810. Part, of the reason for this is the need to use 

a large number of simulation macro-electrons. The emission algorit.hm in MASK is 

such tha.t charge is emit.ted at each step in order to obt,ain the desired current, densit.y. 

Hence: if the macro-electron weight, (the number of electrons that, each macro-electron 

represents) is made too large in an att,empt t,o decrease the number of macro-electrons, 

the simulat’ion may end up emit’ting no macro-elect,rons at all, because one macro- 

electron per time-st.ep may exceed t,he allowed current, densit,y. Thus, having many 

simulation particles is a result’ in part, of ha,ving a small time-st.ep. The t.ime-st.ep? At,, 

is chosen under t.he const.raint, of the Courant’ stabilit.y condition [Sl] (for integrat,ion 

of Maxwell’s equat,ions), which requires that 

At < minimum(Ar, AZ) 
- 

CJZ 
, (2.11) 

--where Ar and AZ are t,he grid spacings in r and z, respectively. In order to accurately 

simulate the fields in the vicinit’y of the cathode, I chose Ar = 0.25mm, which gives 

12 grid point,s across the cat.hode and 3 grid points spanning the recess behween the 

cathode and focusing annulus. AZ = 0.43mm was also chosen: based on t.he need to 

have 64 grid points bet,ween the recess around the cathode and the end of the first, 

cell (the power of 2 is required by MASK.) Hence, the time step would need to be 

less t,han about, 0.6 ps. I found that, a smaller time-step was needed in order to get’ 

st,ability (perhaps a result of the fact. t,hat MASK uses single-precision), and chose a 

conservat,ive value of 0.171 ps, which is convenient in t.hab it. gives 2048 time-steps 

per 2856 MHz RF period. 

As I will discuss below, the longitudinal mesh spacing was belatedly discovered 

to be somewhat, larger than needed to accurat’ely fulfill the boundary conditions on 

the slope of E, at. the cat,hode. However, t.his has no significant. effect, on the results. 

Test, runs wit,h smaller radial and longit,udinal mesh sizes were found to give virtually 

identical results to t,hose with the mesh sizes listed in the last’ paragraph. 

I then chose the ratio of the macro-elect,ron weight to the current densit,y in order 

t.o ensure bhat’ several macro-electrons were emitted per time step. The number of 
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macro-electrons emit,ted per time st,ep is 

N, = $A,, (2.12) 
n-l 

- 

where N, is the number of electrons represent,ed by each macro-electron. In order to 

obtain good stat,istics, it. is desirable that. there be several thousand macro-electrons 

in the simulat,ed useful beam. For examining the results of filtering small moment.um 

spreads from the beam, it is necessary to have even more macro-electrons. Roughly 

speaking, N, useful-beam macro-electrons requires 2N, macro-elect.rons total exiting 

the second cell, which requires roughly 4N, macro-electrons emidted from the cathode 

during hhe accelerating phase in t,he first, cell (the reasons for these fact,ors will be 

discussed below). This analysis would lead one to conclude that., for 2048 time-st,eps 

per cycle, N, = N,/256. I chose N, = 15, which gives about. 4000 useful-beam macro 

particles and gives good stat.istics even for analysis of small momentum int.ervals. In 

‘-ret,rospect, this is probably higher that. it needs to be, but. I have used in throughout’ 

in order to avoid changing simulation parameters which would confuse comparison of 

different, MASK runs. 

Because of the long running times, I decided t,o simulat’e only the st,eady-state 

behavior of the gun! that. is, the behavior after t,he RF fields and beam current, have 

come t,o stabi&-. This happens in the last half of the 2~s RF pulse used at, SSRL. 

Even taking N, = 1 would not help to decrease t,he running time sufficiently to allow 

simulation of the entire operating cycle of the gun in a reasonable time. There are a 

number of assumptions upon which the validit’y of this procedure rests. It, assumes 

that, it, is sufficient to simulate only the 7r/2 structure mode, which allowed simulation 

of the cells separately. If, for example, the beam drives significant. power into t.he zero 

or x modes, this approximation would be invalid. Since MASK cannot simulate t.he 

coupling cell, there was little choice about t.his. 

This methodology also assumes t,hat each bunch sees the cavity with only t,he 

fundamental mode excit,ed-i.e., that, the higher-order-mode fields excited by previous 

bunches have no significant. influence on any particular bunch. This is equivalent, t,o 

saying that’ the only significant, effect of previous bunches is to remove power from 

the fundamental cell mode. In the steady-state, this power is assumed to be replaced 

by the RF power source, so that. each bunch sees that’ same fields; hence, if the 
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assumpt,ions are valid, only one cycle needs to be simulat.ed wit,h particles. Similarly, 

t,his methodology assumes that, elect,rons left. in the gun from the previous operating 

cycle have no significant. influence on newly emitted particles. These assumpt.ions 

can be checked by simulating the gun for several operating cycles; results of such 

a simulation are present, in the next, section. Normally, however, I simulat,e only a 

single operating cycle with beam, in addition to simulating several RF cycles for the 

build-up of the cell fields. 

Since MASK is a time-dependent, code, the cavit.y fields must, be built up by means 

of some suit,able simulat,ed RF power source. The program allows the simuladion of 

bot.h RF ports and ant,ennae. I chose to use an antenna because of the greaber sim- 

plicit.y. Since I wished to simulat,e only the steady-stat,e behavior of the gun, it. ma.de 

no difference how the cavit,y was driven. (I was not att,empting to simulat,e t.he evolu- 

tion of t,he beam during t,he charging of t.he cavity.) In driving an RF current. in the 

.ant,enna, MASK creates fields in the vicinity of the antenna that propagat,e through- 

out the cavit,y via Maxwell’s equations. The sinusoidal RF current’ was modulat.ed by 

the envelope shown in Figure 2.8, in order to avoid excitation of higher-order modes 

(t,he particular shape is composed of two cubic splines, using a st,andard feat.ure of 

MASK). In t.his way, the Fourier amplit.udes excit,ed in the first, t.hree higher-order 

modes were kept below 10m3 of the fundament.al. In addition, the ant,enna was placed 

at, the int,ersection of nodes of t,he first t’wo higher-order modes, to reduce t.he exci- 

tation of t.hese modes even further (shaping t,he current’ envelope is by far the most. 

import,ant, consideration). 

In general, a simulation of t,he gun with MASK consistled of the following steps: 

1. The fields in t,he first cell were excit.ed to the desired level, or else the fields 

saved on disk from a previous run were read in (and optionally scaled) . Once 

the driving current, envelope has fallen to zero, the fields can be saved for use 

in subsequent runs, or used immediat,ely in the next, st,age. 

2. Particle emission from the cathode, limited to some fixed current, density and by 

space-charge forces, was then allowed for one RF period, beginning during bhe 

accelerat,ing phase of the fift.h RF period since the excitation began. During t.his 

period, MASK “pushes” the macro-electrons through t(he first’ cell, in addiCon 
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to simultaneously int,egrating Maxwell’s equations. As macro-electrons pass 

z = X/4, the end of the first, cell, t.heir phase-space coordinat,es are saved t,o 

disk. 

3. The fields in the second cell were excited to the desired level or read in from 

disk, as for the first, cell. Of course, these fields should be 180” out. of phase with 

t.he first&-cell fields. (In fact, they were driven 178” out. of phase, to compensat,e 

for t.he difference in frequency, as discussed below.) 

4. Macro-electrons from the simulat,ion of the first, cell were inject,ed at, z = X/4 in 

the second cell. Since both simulations start, at, time t. = 0, each macro-elect’ron 

is inject,ed int,o the second simulation when the t.ime counter is the same as it. 

was when the macro-electron left, the first. simulation. 

The measured field rat,io in the gun is a = 2.9. The MASK simulations reported 

‘on here used cr = 3.0, as a result, of a mis-reading of t.he data that, was not, noticed 

until t,he simulat,ions had already been run. Because the simulations t,ake so long, 

time does not. permit me to repeat, them. I will show below that, this error has only 

a small effect, on the results. Given the many other approximations being made 

(e.g., independent, bunches, ignoring t.he three-dimensional nature of the cavit,y wit,h 

coupling holes, having the simulat,ion cell frequency differ from the actual frequency), 

t$his is not, a serious error. 

2.2.4 Cathode Simulation 

Cathode emission was simulat,ed by injecting a total charge of nRzJ,d;,,,&t, during 

each time interval, where R, is the cathode radius, Jehtted the emidted current densit,y, 

and At. the time int,erval (i.e., t,he time-step for the int,egration). The space-charge 

limitation on t,he current, densit.y was assumed to follow the Gaussian emission law (a 

standard feat,ure of MASK), namely, 

- (JemittedAt + Qsmf) L -‘oEz,c*thode (2.13) 

where Bz,cathode must, be negative for the emission of elect,rons (negative J), and where 

Qsurf 5 0 is the existing “surface charge” (i.e., charge just, above the cathode surface) 
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due t$o previously emit,ted macro-electrons. In other words, t,he emitt.ed charge densit,y 

cannot, be so high t,hat, in combination with previously emidted charge densit,y, t,he 

newly emit.ted charge depresses the field at the cathode so much that. t.he sign of the 

field is such as t.o push electrons back into t,he cathode. In addition I required that 

-J emitted 5 -Jlimit, (2.14) 

- 

where IJskitI is the user-specified maximum current. density available from the cath- 

ode, which in actual operation is controlled by controlling cathode temperat.ure. In 

addiCon t.o adding this feat.ure, I modified MASK t,o emit. a bona-fide uniform random 

dist,ribut.ion from t,he circular cathode surface (the standard code uses an approxima- 

tion bo such a distribution). Each macro-electron emitted in the simulat.ions has 

t,he same charge, in order to make t,he int,erpretat,ion of graphs and other data more 

straight-forward. This implies that in order to have a uniform emission over t,he 

surface, fewer macro-electrons should be emit.ted near r = 0 than near r = R,. The 

reader will see this effect in some of the graphs that follow. 

It. is int,eresting t,o look at, the details of this emission process. SUPERFISH 

calculations give t&he peak field at, the cat,hode as E,, = 0.2583,2 (assuming Q = 2.9). 

Hence, for a t.ypical operating value of Ep2 = 75 MV/m, E,, is about 20 MV/m. 

As t,he field at, t.he cat,hode passes into the accelerating phase for electrons, emission 

begins. -Around t’his time (call it, b=O), the field at, t,he cathode may be approximat,ed 

as E C z -E,,wt.. Hence, if the integration time steep is At, and if I momentarily 

assume JLAt + -03, then 

J =mitted(t = nAt)At. = -Qs&t = nAt) - e,,EpcWnAt, (2.15) 

where n is the number of time steps since t,=O. Emission can occur as long as 

Jemitted < 0. 

One expects that, initially, the surface charge will simply be the sum of all charge 

emitted since t,=O, since the fields have not had time t,o accelerate dhat charge away 

from the cathode. It is possible to approximate the distance a macro-electron will 

move and confirm this expectation. Ignoring t,he variation of the field with position, 

the Lorentz equat,ion gives 
dp eEpcW t 

Tt=m,c 
(2.16) 
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where p f ,&. For a macro-electron t,hat. st.arts from the cathode at t.=O, 

(2.17) 

For a non-relativisbic parUe, t.he velocit’y is approximately pc, so that. the position 

is 

’ em 
e 

(2.18) 

For E,, = 20MV/m, 

z(6) x 10-8t.3, (2.19) 

where z is in meters and t. in pica-seconds. The cat.hode radius, R, = 3mm, provides 

a natural 1engt.h scale, and one sees that, it. will take about 70 ps for the first, macro- 

electron to move by R,. In other words, the effects of space-charge on emission might 

be expect’ed to be quite large, since it. takes so long for emitted charge to be moved 

-away from t,he cat,hode. 

Since the charge is moved away from the cathode so slowly, one can assume t(hat, 

t.he surface charge is just the sum of all previously emitt,ed charge: 

II-1 

Q&t, = nab) = c Jefitted(f’ = iAt,)At, 
i=l 

(2.20) 

so t, hat,- 
n-l 

J efitted(t, = nAt.) = - c Je,.,-,itted(t = iAt,) - coEp,wn. (2.21) 
i=l 

Subt,ract.ing this expression from the same expression wit,h n t n - 1, one obtains 

Jeetted(t = nAt,> = -eoEpc~. (2.22) 

For E,, = 20MV/m, one obtains Jefitted = -318A/cm2. Since the cathode is capable 

of no more than 140 A/cm2, we see that. the space charge limitat,ion will never come 

int,o play. I will hereaft.er use J = IJLkt/ to refer to the cathode current, densit.y 

assumed in any simulation. 

MASK supports the inclusion of a init.ial thermal velocity distribut*ion for the 

macro-electrons emit,ted from the cathode. I found that, inclusion of this effect. made 

-- 
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no significant difference in t.he resu1t.s. To see why, consider that the RMS thermal 

moment.um (P+y) is given by the Maxwell velocit,y distribution[62] as 

P (2.23) 

- 

A cathode temperat,ure of 1000°C or 1273°K gives prms z 10m3. The RMS radial 

moment,um will be of t.he same order. During acceleration, this radial moment,um 

be adiabat*ically damped. Assuming acceleration t,o a t.ypical value of pz = 5, t.he 

slope due to t’he thermal velocit’y would be of order prms/pz z 0.2mrad. A t.ypical 

angular half-width for an RF gun beam is 20 mrad, and hence one sees that, dhermal 

effects may safely be ignored. This is confirmed by MASK simulations done wit,h and 

wit,hout. thermal effects. While adding thermal effect,s to MASK ent,ails lit,tle cost 

in comput,er resources, I have ignored t’hermal effects in all the MASK simulat’ions 

reportsed on here, since this permits cleaner comparison with rfgun, which did not, 

--originally support. an init,ial thermal velocit,y distribut,ion. 

A number of different, t,ypes of out,put, are available from MASK. I have upgraded 

MASK exdensively t,o improve the ease with which one can make use of t.hese outputs; 

in part,icular, I have used my self-describing data format (awe format,) ext,ensively. 

This is discussed in more det,ail in Appendix A. 

MASK allows one to sample the cavit,y fields along any line in r or z at, int.ervals in 

time, as well as to sample t,he fields at a fixed location as a funct,ion of t*ime. The init,ial 

coordinates of macro-elect,rons emit.ted from the cat,hode may be saved, as well as the 

phase-space coordinat,es (time, posit,ions, and velocibies) of every macro-electron as it. 

crosses a number of user-defined planes of constant z coordinat,e. This lader capabilit,y 

is the principle means of get.ting information about. beam energy and emittance, and 

for keeping track of particles that ret,urn t,o hit t,he cathode. It, is also used for the 

re-inject,ion of macro-electrons from first-cell simulations into second-cell simulations. 

MASK keeps a record of particles lost by hitting metal boundaries or exiting t.he 

simulation region, so that. the tot,al power going int.o particles can be calculat,ed. This 

is import’ant for assessing how much power is needed to produce a given beam, since 

not all the power that. goes int,o electrons goes into the electrons in the beam. MASK 

can also produce out,put, cont,aining “beam-snapshots”, which record the posit.ions of 

all part.icles at a given t.ime during the simulat.ion. Examples of all of these output 
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facilities will be seen in the next sect,ion. 

68 

2.2.5 Compensation of Cell Frequency Mismatch 

I mentioned above that, the phase-shift, bet,ween the driving RF currents for the t.wo 

cells must, be different. from 180” to compensate for the difference in resonant, fre- 

quencies bet,ween t.he first and second cells[63]. The first simulated cell resonates at’ 

2834.5 MHz, and the second at 2837.8 MHz. Particles from the simulat,ion of cell 1 

are inject’ed int’o the simulation at. cell 2 during the fifth RF cycle since t,he beginning 

of t’he RF excit,at,ion. Hence, one wants t.he fields in the cells to be 180” out of phase 

during t,he fifth RF cycle. The phase in each cell is 

4; = qt, + A4i, (2.24) 

--where A& = 0 and A& z 180”. Set.ting t = 5T,, with T, the average RF period of 

bhe cells, one obtains t,he phase difference at. the beginning of the fift,h RF period 

$2 - $1 = 5T,(w2 - ~1) + Adz, (2.25) 

requiring 42 - $1 = 7r, one obt,ains t.he necessary value of A4, 

A42 = x - 5T,(w2 - wl). (2.26) 

Using the values of t,he simulat,ed cell frequencies t.hat. I gave just above gives 

A& = 3.105, or li’i.9”. I used t,his value in of my all MASK simulations of the 

gun as built. I shall use 2836 (the average frequency) as the nominal frequency of t.he 

MASK simulat,ions. In t,he next section, I shall show what. t,he effect, of this frequency 

error is. 

2.2.6 The rfgun Program 

Having dealt. wit.h MASK at some length, I now turn t,o rfgun. As I have mentioned 

above, rfgun uses t,he longit,udinal field profiles generateed by SUPERFISH (or any 

equivalent, program) t.o calculat(e particle motion in t,he gun. rfgun works in cart,e- 

sian coordinades (x, y, z), allowing the imposition of both t,ransverse and solenoidal 
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- 

ext.ernal magnetic fields. The cavit.y fields are assumed bo have a perfect sinusoidal 

variation in time, at’ some user-specified frequency. (Since the fields for the whole cell 

are specified at once, there is no need to worry about, the individual cell frequencies.) 

Macro-electrons are emitted from the cathode at, discrete phase-int,ervals and from dis- 

crete radial positions on the cathode, with macro-electron charges adjusted to achieve 

approximately uniform current, density. The solution for macro-electron motion pro- 

ceeds from the Lorentz equation, which is integrated numerically using fourth-order 

Runge-Kutta[Gl]. Like MASK, rf gun supplies the user wit.h phase-space coordinabes 

of exiting particles as well as those of particles that, return t,o hit. t*he cathode. Unlike 

MASK, rfgun does not, include space-charge, nor does consider t,he posit,ions of met.- 

al structures bhat, macro-electrons might, hit (a maximum radius may be specified, 

however, t,o simulat,e the collimating effect. of t,he beam tube). 

--2.2.7 Off-Axis Field Expansion 

It, is well known[31] t,hat, t.he modes for a cavity like one of t,he RF gun cells can be 

separated int,o independent, transverse-electric (TE) and t,ransverse-magnetic (TM) 

modes. TM modes have B, = 0 and involve only E,, E,, and Bb, whereas TE modes 

have E, = 0 and involve only B,, B,, and E+. While the gun cavit,y can support 

TE modes, the fundament,al mode is TM, which has a non-zero accelerating field E,. 

(Not,e t,hat. a cylindrically symmet,ric beam will induce only TM modes, since it always 

produces E, # 0 and Bb # 0, but never E4 # 0 or B, # 0.) 

Knowing E, along t.he axis allows one t,o compute series expansions in r for E,, 

E,, and B+. One starts with Maxwell’s equat.ions (in MKSA units): 

V .E(z,r,t) = 0 

V x E(z,r,t,) = -&B(z,r,t) 

V x B(z, r, t,) = p,e,&E(z, r, t,). 

(2.27) 

(2.28) 

(2.29) 

Expressing these in cylindrical coordinates (r, 4, z) and assuming that, t,he electric 

fields vary like sin(&) (and hence that B+ h cos(wt#)), one obtains 

&(rE,(z, r)) + r&E,(z, r> = 0, (2.30) 

-- 
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&E&, 4 - &Wz, r) = @dz, 4, 

&(rB+(z: r)) = wowEz(z, r). 

(2.31) 

(2.32) 

and 

-WMz, r> = p,wE,(z, r), (2.33) 

(2.34) 

Because of cylindrical symmetry, E,(z, r) must be an odd function of r, and hence 

from equation (2.30) one sees that, E,(z,r) must. be an even function of r. Equation 

(2.33) implies t.hat# B+(z?r) has t’he same symmebry as E,(z!r). Thus, I can expand 

t,hese functions as 

E,(v) = 
i=O 
00 

E&v-) = C %,2i+l (Z)r2i+1 

i=O 

B+(z:r) = 
i=O 

where the tildes are used to emphasize 

t,he same units as the fields. 

that. the coefficients do not necessarily have 

(2.35) 

(2.36) 

(2.37) 

Inserting expressions (2.35) and (2.36) into t,he divergence equation, (2.30) and 

equat,ing terms with the same power of r, one obtains 

fir,2i+l(z> = - &&fic,2i(z) i = O,l, . . . co. (2.38) 

Inserting expressions (2.35) and (2.37) into (2.32), one obtains 

fid,2i+l( z, = (2.39) 

Using equat.ions (2.38) and (2.39) in (2.31) one obtains 

O” C[ -& (8: + k”) fie,zi(z) - 2ir2’-‘.EZ,2i(z)] = 0, 
i=O 

(2.40) 

where w = kc. Equating terms of the same power in r yields 

kz.2i+2(z) = -(2i : 2)2 (8: + k’) %,2i(Z), (2.41) 
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which complet,es t.he solut,ion for the radial expansion coefficients by providing a 

recursion relat,ion that, gives all t,he Ez,zi’s, from which all the Er,ai+l’s and B,,zi’S can 

be obtained via equations (2.38) and (2.39). 

It is useful t.o work out, these expressions for the first, few terms: 

%,3(Z) = ; [a: + k’a,] E,,o(z), (2.43) 

%,2(z) = -a [a,’ + k’] %otz), (2.44) 

B,,l/Z) = (2.45) . 

_. and 

B4.3(4 = - 2 [d,” + k’] hdz). (2.46) 

rfgun includes terms up to third order in r, with t,he option to use only the linear 

terms in r. This allows invest.igat,ion of the import,ance of higher-order t.erms. Not,e 

that, I&,(z) = E,( z, r = 0), where values of the latt,er function are given by SUPER- 

FISH. Since it, has t.he units of an electric field, I’ll drop the tilde from l&(z) in what 

follows. 

2.2.8 Non-Linear Field Terms 

To see how influential t,he nonlinear terms might, be, not#e that. the importance of t’he 

nonlinear magnetic fields is relat,ed t$o their magnit.ude reladive to the linear terms, 

which is characterized by t.he function 

Tl(4 = = [a,’ + k’] E,,o(z), 8E 
P2 

(2.47) 

where R, is t,he cat.hode radius, which gives an upper limit on the radius of any 

part.icle t,hat makes it, out, of t,he gun (as will be seen in t.he next, section). Not,e that 

the average radius of particles emit.ted from a uniformly-emit.ting circular cathode is 

2R,/3. If Ti(z) is small compared to E,,a(z)/E,2, t,hen nonlinear magnetic fields are 

-- 
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Figure 2.9: Nonlinear Field Terms in the RF Gun 
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unimport,ant. T ( ) i z is also relat,ed t.o the importance of the nonlinear longit,udinal 

elect,ric fields, though 4Ti(z) is a more accurate measure. 

Similarly, import,ance of the nonlinear radial electric fields is charact,erized by t,he 

funct,ion 

T&) = 8E 5 [a,” + k’&] IL&). (2.48) 

If TV is small compared to -&E&z), then nonlinear radial elect,ric fields are unim- 

portant. 

- 

Figure 2.9 compares Ti(z) and T*(z) t,o the relevant, lower-order terms. One sees 

that. t.he non-linear magnetic fields are quit.e small, and one infers that, t.he non-linear 

longit,udinal elect.ric fields are small as well. The non-linear radial elect.ric fields are 

more significant, particularly in the vicinit.y of the cathode and near the cell noses. Of 

these, the fields near the cell noses are less import,ant, since most. particles of int,erest, 

pass the cell noses well off t.he RF crest. _. 
Finally, I note that’ Ti(z) is complet.ely dominated by the 0zE,,u(z) t,erm, while 

T2(z) is complet’ely dominat,ed by the 8,3E,,u(z) t,erm. This is as expect,ed, since the 

fields (and their derivat,ives) are changing rapidly on t.he scale of l/k z 1.7cm. I shall 

return to the issue of non-linear fields, specifically their effect’ on the beam, in the 

next, sect,ion. For now, I simply point. out t,hat. if one want.s to reduce the effect. of non- 

lineariCes, one must. reduce d,2E,,s(z) and 0zE,,u(z). In part.icular, it, is important to 

avoid non-linear t,erms in z near the cathode, where t.he beam is particularly sensit,ive 

(because of it.s rela.tively large radial size and it.s low momentum). This was not. 

at,tempted for the SSRL RF gun design. 

2.2.9 Boundary Conditions for rfgun 

The data shown in Figure 2.9 was assembled from SUPERFISH output for the indi- 

vidual cells. SUPERFISH gives values of E, along the axis at, equi-spaced int,ervals 

in z. However, t.hese values are calculated wit,h boundary conditions for the individ- 

ual cells that. do not’ properly reflect, the boundary conditions appropriat,e to the full 

cavit.y, as discussed above. Hence, t,he t,wo solutions do not, join smoot,hly at, z = X/4. 

One is t,empt.ed to smoot.h the solut,ions in order t,o eliminat,e the discontinuit,ies in the 

fields and its derivatives at, this point, but, I have found that t.his can be done only at. 
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the expense of smoothing away real, significant, derivative informat,ion in the rest, of 

the cavit.y. Hence, the data in Figure 2.9 as well as that. used in RF gun simulat,ions 

is simply composed from concat,enating the solut,ions for t,he individual cells, witch 

appropriat,e scaling t,o get, Q = 2.9 and a x/2-mode configuration. 

In order to calculate the non-linear field terms, rfgun t.akes z derivatives of E,,*(z), 

up t.o the fourth derivative (so t.hat t,he third derivat.ive can be interpolated in bet.ween 

dat.a p0int.s). Each derivative is calculat,ed using t.he second-order formula[64] 

d Ftz) = Ftz + A4 - Ftz - AZ) 
7. 

2Az 
+ C’(Az”). (2.49) 

There is no problem in the interior of 6he cells, where each point. has bwo neighboring 

point,s wit,h well-defined field values, but. problems do arise at’ the boundaries. In 

order t,o be able t.o calculat,e the required derivat,ives ab t.he beginning and end of the 

gun, rfgun needs data outside these int.ervals. 

-- I have provided this data for the beginning of the gun by applying an idea gleaned 

from t,he above analysis of non-linear fields. Since z=O is a. met,allic surface for r < R,: 

E,(z = 0) = 0 for r < R,, and equat’ion (2.38) implies that, 

(a,~,.,io)z=o r<R = 0. 3 c 

Taking t,he parGal of equat’ion (2.41) wit’h respect, to z, one then sees t,hat 

(8~lL2itZ))z=0 r<R = O* 
3 c 

Taking 32 of (2.41), one then sees t’hat. 

and hence that, 

(a,5Ez,2itZ))z=0 r<R = O* 3 t 

Proceeding in this fashion, it, is clear that, 

( ~2n+1~z,ocZ,),_o,~<R~ z = 0 n = O,l,. . .03, 

(2.50) 

(2.51) 

(2.52) 

(2.53) 

(2.54) 

and hence t,hat. Ez,2i(Z) is an even funct.ion of z. Therefore, one can easily supply 

rfgun wit.h 6he necessary information by taking E,,o( -z) = E,,o(z). 
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For the end of t,he gun (z = 3X/4), t,he boundary conditions are ambiguous, as 

I discussed above. Since the field amplitude is small here and t,he beam is at full 

energy by the time it. is in this region, what’ one does in at- this boundary is of lit,tle 

importance. This being so, it, is reasonable t,o simply ext.end the beam tube beyond the 

nominal end of the gun in order t,o obtain information necessary for taking derivatives 

up t(o the end of the gun. The primary benefit of doing this is aesthet,ic, and I have 

not. done the equivalent. in MASK, since t,his would force me to use a coarser mesh in 

the part, of the gun t.hat, is really importCant,. 
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2.3 Simulation Results and Predictions 

Having outlined the capabilities of the codes and the methodology of their use, I 

now present, results of my simulations of the SSR.L RF gun. In addition to giving 

predict,ions of how the actual gun is expected to perform, I also report, on simulations 

done to evaluat,e design alternatives, to check the assumptions of my met.hods, to 

compare the predictions of rfgun and MASK, and to evaluate the importance of 

different. effects (e.g., space-charge, non-linear fields) on the beam. Experimental 

results and comparison of these with simulat,ions will be presented in a Chapter 5. 

2.3.1 Effects of the Cell Field Ratio 

I will discuss rf gun results first, and in particular the effect of varying cr = Ep2/Epi. 

I have done a series of rfgun simulations for a range of a values from 1 to 4. For 

-each series, I- varied Ep2 in 20 MV/m steps from 40 to 120 MV/m (the lat.ter being 

close to the break-down limit in the second cell). 

Longitudinal Phase-Space 

Figure 2.10 shows longitudinal phase space results for Q = 1,2,3, and 4. For each 

value of Q, a series of curves appears, one for each value of E,z. Each curve represents 

t.he moment,um (p = Pr) for macro-electrons as a function of the time of exit. from 

the gun (i.e., t,he time at which the plane z = 3X/4 is crossed). t = 0 corresponds 

to t.he emission of t,he first particle from t,he cat,hode, which occurs just’ as the field 

enters the accelerating phase in the first cell. For these simulations, I direcbed rfgun 

to emit macro-electrons at. 2” phase int,ervals, the individual macro-electrons being 

represented by the points on the graphs. The macro-electrons where emit,ted from 

r=O, and hence no radial motion was involved. 

Note t.hat, for Q = 1, p(t) is non-monotonic over most. of the range of EP2, exhibit.ing 

a dist,inctly sinusoidal shape for higher values of Ep2. This sinusoidal shape results 

from the arrival of particles in the second celI ahead of the accelerating crest, in 

that, cell. Obviously, if t,he first, particles arrive ahead of the crest, then those t.hat’ 

follow will arrive nearer to the crest, and thus gain more momentum. (This issue is 
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discussed in Chapter 4, as is the need for a monot,onic p(t.) curve in order t,o allow 

the use magnetic of bunch compression.) As a is increased, p(t) becomes monotonic 

for increasingly higher values of EP2, and also for increasingly high momentum levels. 

For (Y = 4, p(t,) is monot,onic for the full range of Ep2 > GOMV/m, but for Ep2 = 40 

the fields in the first, cell are too weak to deliver any significant, beam to the second 

cell; hence, few particles exit the gun. For a = 3, which is approximately what was 

achieved in the gun as built, p(t’) is reasonably monotonic over 60 < Ep2 < 100. 

Effective Cathode Area 

Figure 2.11 shows the dependence on cr and E,z of several beam properties. Each set’ 

of connect.ed points corresponds to the value of cy indicat.ed by the plotting symbol. 

The effective cathode area A,s is a measure of how efficiently charge is ext,racded from 

the gun. It, is defined by 
Q . . Aeff = 5 = - 

T,J ’ 
(2.55) 

where Q is the tot.al charge exit’ing the gun during one RF period (i.e., the t,otal 

charge “in the beam”), T, is the RF period, and J is the current, densit.y. As one 

might’ expect, the effective cathode area increases as Ep2 is increased and as a is 

decreased. This is due to t,he increase in the field in the first cell that, accompanies 

both of these changes, which results in more rapid acceleration of charge from the 

cat,hode and hence more efficient, ext,raction of beam from 6he gun. Recall that. t.he 

physical area of the cathode is A, = 0.28cm2. One expects Ae* < +A,, since the R.F 

field in t,he first, cell is only in the accelerating phase half the time. A further decrease 

in A,* results from the fact that. not all particles that, leave the cathode make it oub 

of the first cell. Many that do not, exit, the first cell before the RF goes int,o t.he 

decelerating phase will not exit, the first cell at. all, their moment.um being insufficient, 

to overcome the decelerat#ing fields. These particles return to hit, the cat’hode. 

Figure 2.11 also shows bhe normalized beam power and the average moment,um 

in the .beam. As expected, both of these increase with increasing Ep2 and decreasing 

o (i.e., increasing E,l). 
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Figure 2.11: Dependence of Beam Properties on Q and Ep2 
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Back-Bombardment Power 

Figure 2.12 shows corresponding quant,it.ies for t.he particles that, ret,urn t,o hit. the 

cathode. B,K is the effective back-bombarder area, defined by 

Q BeE = 2, 
ToJ (2.56) 

- 

where Qback is the charge that returns to hit. the cathode during one RF period. 

One expects that. Ae~ + Beg will be constant, and this is found to be the case by 

comparison wit,h the last, figure (slight. discrepancies are due to particles that’ do not’ 

exit, t,he gun or hit, the cathode within the total time interval of t,he simulation). 

The Figure also shows the back-bombardment, power normalized to the cathode 

current densit’y. Paradoxically, there is a strong dependence on EP2, but. no clear 

trend wit,h a. 

It, is actually unclear what one should expect’ to see here, since increasing Ep2 or 

-decreasing o‘is expectSed t.o increase the efficiency of charge ext,raction (as the graphs 

of Ae~ confirm), t,hus decreasing t,he number of back-bombarding elect,rons (as the 

graphs of Beg confirm). However, increasing Ep2 or decreasing a is also expect,ed 

t,o increase the momentSum of any electrons t,hat. do ret,urn to hit, the cathode. This 

expectat,ion is confirmed by Figure 2.12. What, one sees is that, for constant, Ep2 and 

Q 2 2, the increase in the amount, of back-bombarding charge is compensat#ed by the 

decrease in the average kinetic energy carried by each particle. As Ep2 is changed, a 

different. effect. comes into play, namely t.he change in t,he back-bombardment, power 

due t.o highly energet,ic elect.rons ret.urning from the second cell. This accounts for t,he 

difference bet#ween increasing Ep2 and decreasing CL The Figure shows the maximum 

moment’um of any back-bombarding electron as a function of cy and EP2, confirming 

this analysis. 

2.3.2 Effects of the RF Frequency 

Next., I investigat,e t,he effect, of changing the RF frequency while keeping t,he field 

profile the same, choosing cr = 2.9 for t,his and all subsequent rfgun studies. Not,e 

t,hat it. is sensible to imagine changing the RF frequency while keeping the on-axis 

fields t#he same? since t.his can be done by means of a t,uning device far from t,he axis, 
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as I did for the MASK simulations of the first, cell. Figure 2.14 shows the longitudinal 

phase-space as a function of the RF frequency, while Figure 2.13 shows other beam 

properties as a function of frequency. Higher frequencies are equivalent, in some ways 

to having a phase-shift. of less than 7r/2 bet,ween the first, and second cells, and hence 

t,he macro-electrons are seen to arrive nearer to the RF crest. in the second cell. 

This is why t,he longit,udinal phase-space exhibits an increasingly sinusoidal shape as 

the frequency is increased. For lower frequencies, the macro-electrons arrive further 

behind the crest in the second cell; hence, the tot,al momentum gain is less, and 

the monot.onic p(t.) curve is ret,ained. Lower frequencies are equivalent, to having a 

- lower-than-velocit,y-of-light. structure. 

For assessing the effect. of frequency errors in MASK, it, is only the region around 

2856 MHz that, is of int,erest. One sees from t.he Figure that, the phase-space curves 

for ilOOMHz around 2856 MHz are not greatly different from those for 2856 MHz. 

-That is, t,here is no dramatic effect. on t.he slope or curvature. I find that. the change in 

the average momentum bet’ween 2856 and 2836 MHz is 1.7%, while the change in the 

maximum moment,um is 1.0%. The change in the total charge is similarly small: being 

2.0%. Hence, the errors made in using 2836 as the frequency in MASK are negligible. 

Uncertaimy in t.he value of CY and in the knowledge of the exact field distribut,ion, 

plus the effects of higher-order modes induced by t,he beam, will contribut,e errors as 

large as- those introduced by the frequency errors. 

2.3.3 Effects of Non-Linear Field Terms 

Next,, I look into the effects of field non-linearities. In particular, Figure 2.15 shows the 

normalized RMS emittance and normalized transverse bright,ness for various initial 

phase int.ervals (explained presently), where the normalized transverse brightness is 

defined as 

(2.57) 

and the normalized RMS emittance is as given in equation (1.9). Note that Bi is 

not the same as the normalized brightness, B, defined in equation (1.21). Bi differs 

in begin normalized to t*he current, density and in having no reference to the bunch 

1engt.h. 
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- 

The unit,s for Q, J, and E used for the graphs are PC, A/cm2, and K. m,c - pm, 

respect,ively. Results are shown for calculations that include non-linear RF field t,erms 

(see equat.ions (2.35) bhrough (2.37)), and for calculations that, include only linear 

terms in E,, B4, and E,. In order t,o make a valid comparison between the linear and 

non-linear cases, it, is necessary to ensure that, one is looking at. the emittance of t.he 

same particles in each case. That, is, one want,s to compare the emittance of particles 

emit,ted over the same range of init.ial phase. This has been done in the Figures, where 

I plot the results for t.he linear and non-linear cases for particles emitted during 6he 

first A$ degrees of phase (measured from the beginning of the accelerating phase). As 

one would expect,, t,he non-linear fields increase the emit.tance. Just how this occurs, 

and what, t.he significance of the bright’ness is, will be discussed shortly. 

RF Focusing 

-To better understand the effect,s of non-linear fields and time-dependent, focussing 

forces, it. is useful to look at a pair of rfgun runs in more det,ail. In part,icular, I ran 

rfgun at Ep2 = 75MV/m wit,h the initial particle distribution given by 

Xij = i - 6r, i = O...N, (2.58) 

yij = 0 (2.59) 

@ij = j-@, j =O...N+, (2.60) 

where 6r = Rc/(N, - 1) and where 4s is 6he phase of emission from the cathode, 

4 = 0 being the beginning of t.he accelerating phase in the first cell. Taking such 

an initial dist,ribution allows one to see with particular clarit,y what, the effects of 

the initial coordinates are on t,he final coordinat,es. Figure 2.16 shows t,he resultant, 

transverse phase-space for linear and non-linear fields, with N, = 6, N4 = 1441, and 

S$ = 0.125”. While at, first, glance the non-linear fields would appear to decrease t.he 

emittance, this is not, so. For the linear case, macro-elect,rons leaving the cat,hode at, 

the same phase lie along a line in x-x’ space. Hence, the emitStance for such a group 

of macro-elect,rons is zero, since (x’x)~ = (x’~)(x*). For t,he non-linear case, macro- 

electrons leaving the cat.hode at, the same phase do not. lie along a line in x-x’ space. 

This increases t,he emittance by decreasing (x’x). This will be seen more clearly in 

other dat.a, below. 
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This Figure also illust.rates the effects of “RF focusing” on the emit,tance. The 

first macro-electrons emit,ted from t,he cathode are those on t,he right, side of the 

figure (x > 0, x’ < 0). Subsequent particles are focused different.ly by t.he time-varying 

(and hence init,ial-phase-dependent) E, and Bd fields. As a result,, the RF sweeps 

t,he part,icles in a clockwise sense in the Figure. This is all consistent, with Figure 

2.15 where one sees that, the emittance increases as a larger initial phase int.erval 

is considered, and that, for bhe linear case, the emit,tance falls increasingly rapidly 

as Ac$ is decreased, whereas for t,he non-linear case, the emittance seems bo reach 

a lower limit, as A$ is decreased. The brightness clearly sat.urat,es in the non-linear 

case, whereas it’ does not, do so in the linear case. From Figure 2.16 it. is also clear 

t,hat, curvat.ure of t,he x-x’ pat,h t,raced by particles starting at. the same radius is a 

result, of the sinusoidal nat,ure of t,he RF fields, rat,her t,han non-lineariCes in r. 

- 

-Longitudinal Phase-Space 

Figure 2.17 shows the longitudinal phase-space for t.he non-linear and linear cases. 

The non-linear fields produce a broadening of t.he moment.um peak and of the time 

distribubion as well, since particles starting at different, radii experience different’ ac- 

celerating fields. In the linear case, all particles start,ing at the same phase receive, 

t,o first, order, t,he same moment,um and t,ake t.he same time to exit’ the cavit,y. I infer 

from the sharpness of the momentum and time peaks for t,he linear case t,hat, any de- 

viaCons in momentum gain or time-of-flight that result from longer path-lengt,hs due 

t,o t.ransverse motion are small. The momentum and exit.-time dist,ribut,ions predict,ed 

by MASK are considerably broader than t.hose predicted by rfgun, even with non- 

linearities included in rfgun. The reasons for this will be seen later in this chapt’er. 

Transverse Phase-Space Evolution 

It is instructive t,o look at. the evolution of t.he t,ransverse phase-space as the beam 

travels through the gun. To do t,his, I have run rfgun wit,h an initial part,icle distribu- 

tion defined by equat.ions (2.59) through (2.60), wit,h Nr = 41, N+ = 19, and SC$ = 10”. 

Figure 2.18 shows t.he resultant’ t.ransverse phase-space at, a series of z posit.ions in 

first. cell. The lines connect, particles emitsted at, t,he same phase but. different. cathode 
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radii. (All of the graphs have fewer than N4 lines, because part.icles emit,ted with 

q5 increasingly near to 180” traveling increasing short distances in t,he first’ cell, and 

hence do not reach the z-planes of these phase-space plots.) 

Even from t,he first, of these plots one can see both non-linear and RF focusing 

effects, the later causing the fanning out of the lines, while both contribute to the 

curvature (I shall show below why this last. point, is true). As the bunch proceeds, one 

sees that. curvat,ure is more severe for the particles emitted at’ later phases, a result 

primarily of the large phase-spread these particles end up with. One also sees that’ the 

RF focusing is not simply fanning out t.he beam according to initial phase, but, is also 

“mixing” the beam in t.ransverse phase-space. This is simply a result of the sinusoidal 

variation of t#he focusing forces (i.e., if t’he variation in t’ime were monotonic, t.here 

would be no mixing). The number of lines is seen t.o decrease with successive graphs, 

due to the slowing down and back-accelerating of the lat’er part,s of the beam. 

_. The evolution of the beam in the second cell is shown in Figure 2.19. One sees that’ 

here is a dramatic increase in the curvature of the lines, i.e., the effect, of non-linear 

fields, that’ occurs in t,his cell. While would appear that this change is a result of 

fields in the center of t,he second cell, this is an incorrect conclusion. What. happens 

is that. as the beam continues t,o converge, t.he effect of non-lineariCes from the first 

cell and the beginning of t*he second cell becomes much more evident. As one sees 

from Figure 2.9, the non-linear fields in the center of the second cell are very small. 

Relative Importance of Different Non-Linear Field Components 

I stated earlier that the curvature of the lines is due only part.ly to non-linearit.ies, and 

partly t,o the time-variat~ion of the fields. The reason is t,hat. the non-linear E, t,erms 

cause particles starting at, the same phase but, at different radii to be accelerated at, 

different. rates, and thus t,o go through the gun at. different. phases relative to the RF. 

rfgun allows one to selectively ‘%urn off” the non-linear E,, E,, and/or B+ fields. By 

turning off t,he non-linear E, terms in RF gun, I have verified that, this is significant, 

effect. 

Figure 2.20 shows the effect, of turning off each of E,, E,, and B+ in t,urn. Each 

gra.ph has bot,h t,he resuhs for all non-linear fields (in the light,er pen) along with t,he 

results wit,11 one non-linear field eliminat,ed. Non-linear E, terms have a dominant. 
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Figure 2.20: rfgun: Effects of Different Non-Linear Fields 
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effect, on lat,er particles, while E, is the dominant’ source of curvat,ure for t.he particles 

emit,ted closer t,o 4 = 0. This is plausible, since the velocity spread for the later 

particles (which have lower moment,a) will be larger, since t.hey are less relativistic. 

The effect of nonlinear B++ terms is seen to be insignificant, (the differences caused 

by removing non-linear B+ t,erms cannot, be seen on t,he graph, though there are 

differences). This is also plausible, since Bb is 90” out, of phase with bhe accelerating 

field (i.e., E,), while the particles themselves are largely in phase with the accelerating 

field; in addition, one sees from Figure 2.9 that, the non-linear B4 terms are smaller 

compared to the linear B,+, terms than are t,he non-linear E, terms compared to the 

linear E, terms. 

2.3.4 Effects of Parameter Errors in MASK Runs 

Next, I look at’ t,he effect’ of using Q = 3 and f = 2836MHz in MASK. I use rfgun 

‘t,o do this evaluat.ion, since it’ is faster (and since I don’t, have simulation cells 

t,uned for 2836MHz for use in MASK). In particular, Figure 2.21 shows phase-space 

plots for z = X/4 and z = 3X/4 for o = 3.0 and f = 2856MHz, and for Q = 3.0 and 

f = 2836MHz, compared to t$he result,s for o = 2.9 and f = 2856MHz. One sees that 

while t,here are effect.s, they are confined to the particles that, come lat,er in t,he 

beam-i.e., the highest momentum particles seem least. effected. The principle effect. 

is a rotation in phase-space. The curvat.ure of the lines is not noticeably changed. 

Figure 2.22 shows t,he normalized emittance and normalized brightness for a = 3 

and f = 2836MHz, along with those for o = 2.9 and f = 2856MHz. The emitstance is 

somewhat. smaller, and t,he brightness correspondingly larger, for the former than for 

the lat,er. Thus, one expect.s that. the MASK simulations will under-est.imat*e the emit- 

tance by perhaps as much as 15% (though generally less) in the range E,z 2 GOMV/m, 

with the error decreasing as E,,z increases, and decreasing as a smaller initial phase 

int.erval is taken. This difference is overwhelmingly a result. of the difference in Q, 

rather. than t.he difference in frequency. This indicates that the difference is due t.o 

t.he more-rapid acceleration for Q = 3 t.han for a = 2.9, which reduces t.he effect. of 

non-linear E, fields by increasing the momentum of t,he particles. 
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2.3.5 rfgun Predictions versus Momentum Spread 

- 

In t,he foregoing, I ha.ve looked at, properties of subsets of the beam based on initial 

phase. This is useful, but in realit,y one cannot, choose such subsets directly. However, 

since there is a high degree of correlation bet,ween initial phase, 4, and final momen- 

tum, one can to a large ext,ent’ filter for initial phase by momentum filtration. In t,he 

above, I have chosen t,o work in terms of 4 directly? because it, makes the analysis 

more straight-forward. Because the non-linearities affect, the momentum dist,ribut,ion 

as well as the transverse coordinates, t.he final momentmum imerval corresponding to 

a given A4 for t,he linear case is different’ from the final momentum interval corres- 

ponding to t,he same A4 for the non-linear case. Hence, if the above analysis were 

done with momemum filtration, the difference between the linear and non-linear cases 

would have been blurred. 

Because MASK does not provide the initial phase of part,icles, it, is not impossible 

-to do t,he analysis based on initial phase for MASK results. Hence, for the MASK 

result,s given below, I employ momentum filtration. For comparison: I do the same 

for the non-linear case in rfgun. Figure 2.23 shows the normalized RMS emit,tance, 

normalized transverse brightness, and normalized charge per bunch, for fractional 

moment’um int,ervals defined by 

l-f 
1 +fPmax - < P I Pmax, (2.61) 

where pmax is the maximum momemum in the beam and if is the fractional momen- 

t,um range about pmax /( 1 + f). The cemral momemum for t.he interval is pmax/( 1 + f), 

and is not, t.he same as t.he average momentum of the particles in the momentum in- 

terval. For t,ypical gun operating parameders of Ep2 = 75MV/m and J = 10A/cm2, 

rfgun predicts a normalized RMS emittance of less than about, 4 7r . m,c . pm and 

useful charge of as much as 100 PC, for momentum spread of less than &lo%. Ot,her 

relevant, data for comparison of rfgun results wit,h MASK can be gleaned from t.he 

data for o = 3 presemed in Figures 2.11 and 2.12. 

The brightness is useful in comparing rfgun and MASK results. The merit of this 

quantity is that it is relat.ed bo t.he densit,y of particles in phase-space, rather t*han 

simply t.he area. It should thus be less insensitive t,han the emittance to moment,um 

filtration “errors” (i.e., the inclusion of different, subset,s of the beam in t.he same 
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momentum fraction f). Of course, the emitt,ance numbers are importcant’ as well: and 

having them as a funct,ion of the moment,um interval is also important., since in realit,y 

one is constrained by the momentum acceptance the beamline after t,he gun, and since 

chromatic effects in this beamline will worsen with larger momentum intervals. (This 

is discussed in Chapter 5.) 

2.3.6 MASK Beam Snapshots 

- 

rfgun is able to simula.te the gun wit,h non-linear fields and with accurat,e longit,udinal 

and transverse dynamics. However, it. does not, include any of the effects of space- 

charge. To look int.o these effect,s, I next, discuss t,he results of MASK simulations. 

I have discussed my met.hodology in using MASK in the previous section. Here, I 

concent,rat,e on what MASK predicts and on tests of the validit,y of my methodology. 

Figures 2.24 and 2.25 show a series of beam snap-shots taken at various RF phases 

-during the RF gun cycle, where a phase of 0” marks the beginning of the accelerating 

phase in the first, cell. These were made for the nominal operating paramet#ers of 

E,z = 75MV/m and J = lOA/cm*. The graphs in Figure 2.24 have a vertical to 

horizontal aspect rat,io of 1, while those in Figure 2.25 have an aspect, ratio of 3. The 

dots represent individual macro-elect,rons, while the solid line is t.he act,ual caviby 

shape (which differs slightly from the mesh approximat,ion used in the simulation, as 

seen in Figures 2.5 and 2.6). (In some cases, dots appear inside t.he “metal” of the 

cavit,y walls or out,side the simulat,ion boundary; this is because MASK dumps t,he 

particle coordinat,es before checking for particles that, have been lost,.) 

The beam in these graphs appears t,o be hollow in part because each macro- 

electron represents a ring of charge and because each ring represents the same amount, 

of charge, so that. more macro-electrons are needed at larger radii in order to achieve 

the same current, densit,y. The desired current. density is a const.ant, J. Hence, the 

number of particles inside a radius R is nR*J, and the number within an annulus of 

width AR about radius R is 2nRARJ. Hence, the number of macro-electrons wit,hin 

an int.erval AR about. R increases linearly with R. Anodher reason for the hollow 

appearance is that, non-linear focusing t.erms t,hat cause an increase in the radial 

field magnitude with increasing r, dend to produce an increasing part,icle density wit,h 
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increasing r (see Sections 2.3.11 and 2.3.12). 

Not,ice that, t.he lead particles in t,he beam have not. moved more t,han about 6mm 

after the first. 90” of the cycle, while aft,er another 90” of t,he cycle, the lead part.icles 

are about to exit. the first, cell, having traveled more than 25mm. This t,estifies to 

the rapid increase in velocit,y that accompanies the particles’ trip across the first cell. 

Indeed, for E,z = 75MV/m, the lead particles have p z 0.8 upon exiting the first cell. 

Note that, t*he beam t,ravels most of t,he length of the second cell in 180”, even though 

the second cell is t,wice bhe length of the first,. Aft,er 270” of the cycle have passed, 

the RF in the first, cell is at. the decelerat.ing crest. One sees that there are still many 

part.icles in t.he first’ cell. These particles are in fact, being accelerated back int,o t,he 

cathode. 

The relat.ively slow initial motion of t.he particles also underlines the importance 

of the cathode region in determining beam propert.ies, since particles spend a dispro- 

porti0nat.e amount. of t.ime in t,he region of the cathode. It, is t,his init,ially slow motion 

in a region wit,h large non-linear fields that, for example, leads to t,he large effect of 

the non-linear terms in E, on the momenbum spread. As the beam travels t.hrough 

the first 5mm of the first, cell, t,he front’ edge of the beam takes on a cupped shape, 

due t,o t.he non-uniformit,y of the longit.udinal field across the cathode. 

The Figures clearly show the effect, of t.he focusing noses in producing a converging 

beam: t,he beam radius has decreased by a factor of about 2 by the time the beam exit,s 

the first cell. If t,he focusing noses were not, in place around t#he cathode, the beam 

would fill the apert.ure of the beam t,ube. \iit,h the focusing noses, the beam converges 

and passes easily through the beam t.ube, even for very high current. densiCes. The 

transverse beam size continues t,o decrease as the beam travels through the second 

cell, partially due to additional focusing forces encount,ered in passing t,he first. cavit,y 

nose in the second cell. These are visible in Figure 2.25 by virt,ue of t.he “kink” t.hey 

produce in the radial beam envelope, as seen in the graph for 270”. 

2.3.7 Calculating Emittance from Cylindrical Coordinates 

Since MASK (unlike rfgun) works in cylindrical coordinates, the dynamics of macro- 

elect.rons is calculat,ed in t,erms of radial, azimuthal, and longit,udinal momenta. Since 
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I do not impose any ext,ernal magnetic fields (e.g., a solenoidal field along t#he axis), the 

azimuthal momenta are identically zero. Hence, the relevant, phase-space coordinates 

of any macro-electron are (z, r,p,,pr). Macro-electrons that pass through the origin 

still have positive r coordinat,es, but, have pr reversed in sign. To see how to obtain 

t,he emit.tance, node that, the x and y coordinates are related t#o r by 

x = rcos8, and y = rsine,, (2.62) 

where the subscript, s stands for 6he spatial coordinat,es. Similarly, the x and y 

momenta are relat,ed t,o pr by 

pX = p,cos8, and pY = p,sin&, (2.63) 

where the subscript, p stands for the moment.um. Because there is no beam rotation, 

however, one must, t,ake 8, = 0r. The normalized emittance in the x plane is given by 

‘equat.ion (1.9‘), which implies 

E nx - - 7im,c J (r2cos28)(pfcos2f?) - (p,rcos*8)*. 

Averaging over 8, one sees that 

E nx = - f J(r*) (I-2) - (w)*. 

(2.64) 

(2.65) 

Clearly, enx = eny. 

2.3.8 Tests of the Independent Bunch Assumption 

I menConed above that. bhe MASK simulations are done with t,he implicit assumption 

t,hat each bunch is independent. To test. t.his assumption, I simulat,ed the first, cell 

for five cycles with beam (in addition t,o the cycles necessary t.o excite t.he cell). It. 

was nob possible to simulat,e bot,h cells, since the frequency mismatch between the 

t,wo cells in the simulation would have made the phase between the cells drift, thus 

obscuring the effect. In any case, one expects that. the predominant effect, will come 

in the first cell, where t,he energy of the beam is lowest, and where more charge is 

present, during more of the RF cycle. In order to bring out any effect, I deliberately 

chose a very high current, densit,y of 80A/cm2, though lo-20 A/cm* is the range used 
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Figure 2.27: Normalized Average Momentum and Normalized Emit,tance as Functions 
of Bunch Number 
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in act.ual operation of t.he gun at SSRL. In Figure 2.26, I show histograms of exit- 

time (relative to t.he first, part,icle in t,he bunch) and momentum for t.he five bunches, 

offset’ for clarity: with lat,er bunches being offset by a larger, positive amount. No 

dramatic changes are evident, though the moment.um peak is clearly occurring at. 

smaller momenta for lat,er bunches. This is a result of the extraction of energy from 

the cavit,y by previous bunches. 

Figure 2.27 shows additional data. Here, I am compare t,he normalized average 

momentsum, (Pr)l(Pdmax, and the normalized emit,tance for successive bunches, for 

various fract,ions of t,he total charge in the first, bunch, starting with the most. ener- 

get,ic particles in each bunch. This is less ambiguous t.han using moment~um-spread 

intervals, since in t,he present, case the average momentum and the moment,um dis- 

tribut.ion are changing. This is roughly equivalent to choosing the same initial phase 

interval (ignoring longit,udinal mixing caused by non-linear E, terms.) 

_. One sees that, the effect on t,he normalized emittance is not’ dramatic, producing 

a spread of about 0.5 K - m,c . pm and no clear trend toward an increase for less 

than 60% of the charge in the beam. There is an t’rend in t.he normalized average 

momentum: but’ the regularit’y of the t,rend suggests that, it, is simply a result, of the 

nat.ural change in t,he momentum distribution as a function of field level in the cell. If 

t.he effect, were due to high-order modes, one would expect. it t,o display less regularit,y. 

Without. proving this, I believe the data presented confirm the reasonableness of 

using MASK in the single-bunch, assumed-steady-state mode, especially for current’ 

densities significantly less than 80 A/cm*. 

2.3.9 Transverse Beam Evolution 

In order to bett,er understand the bunch evolution within the gun, I have done MASK 

runs with “emit.tance windows” at, various locations inside the gun. These windows 

are user-defined planes of constant. z, such that. whenever a macro-electron passes one 

of the planes while t.raveling in a specified direction (i.e., toward positive z or negative 

z), MASK dumps the macro-elect,ron’s phase-space coordinates (i.e., radius, time, and 

radial and longitudinal moment,um). Because MASK checks the z coordinate of each 

macro-elect,ron against, t,he z coordinat.e of each window at. every time st,ep, using 
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t,oo many windows is expensive in terms of CPU time. Hence, I placed only four 

windows in t.he first, cell and four in the second. In the first. cell, one window was 

in front, of t,he cathode, to keep track of back-bombarding macro-electrons. The 

other three were equispaced by AZ = X/12, being placed at, z = X/12,X/S, and X/4. 

The last. of t,hese was used bo record macro-electron coordinat,es for re-inject,ion into 

second-cell simulations. In the second cell, the windows were similarly placed. One 

window was at, z = X/4, in order to keep track of macro-electrons that. get. back- 

accelerat,ed into t.he first, cell. The others equispaced by AZ = X/6, being placed at, 

z = X/4 + X/6, X/4 + X/3, and 3X/4. The last window was used to record t’he macro- 

electron coordinat,es at. bhe exit, of t,he gun. 

Figure 2.28 shows t,he MASK-calculated transverse phase-spa,ce distributions in 

the first, cell from a simulat.ion with J = 10e5A/cm2 (i.e., essentially t,urning off the 

space-charge) and Ep2 = 75MV/m. Comparison wit,h Figure 2.18 shows that, the 

M.4SK results are qualitat.ively similar to the rfgun results, but quantitat,ively dif- . . 
ferent. 

2.3.10 Accuracy of MASK Field Calculations 

These differences are a result, of differences in the fields calculat$ed by rfgun and 

MASK. Recall that. rfgun uses an off-axis expansion, starting from SUPERFISH- 

calculateed values of E,(z,r = 0. 

Figure 2.29 shows derivat,ives of MASK- and SUPERFISH-calculated fields for the 

mesh spacings given earlier in this chapt.er (i.e., AZ = 0.43mm and Ar = 0.25mm). 

SUPER.FISH predicts somewhat, smaller azEZ(z,r = 0) and azEZ(z,r = 0) near the 

cathode and in the vicinit.y of the cell noses. 

Figure 2.30 compares the longit,udinal fields calculat.ed by MASK to those calcu- 

lat.ed by URMEL[65], showing that’ E,(z, r) has a increasingly large apparently linear 

t,erm in z as r increases toward R,. Thus, t.he fields calculated by MASK do not, 

exact,ly satisfy (2.54). (This comparison could not be done bet,ween MASK and SU- 

PERFISH, because SUPERFISH uses an adaptive, and hence irregular, triangular 

mesh, which makes it difficult’ to obtain the off-axis fields. The URMEL fields could 

not. be used in rfgun because they are t,oo noisy to permit, accurate higher-order 
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numerical different,iation.) If the longit,udinal mesh-spacing is decreased in MASK, 

the MASK and URMEL resu1t.s come int,o much bett,er agreement, but’ the predicted 

particle motion is not, great.ly changed. Hence, another explanation must, be sought 

for the differences bet.ween MASK and rfgun predictions. 

2.3.11 Adequacy of Off-Axis Expansion 

The real source of the discrepancies between MASK and rfgun is the inadequacy of 

the off-axis expansion used in rfgun, which for E, is only third order in r. Figure 2.31 

shows four different, calculat,ions of E,(z) at, r = 2.8imm, which is close t.o the cathode 

radius (3mm). An explicit’ MASK result was obtained by running MASK wit,h a finer 

mesh (AZ = 0.215mm and Ar = 0.164mm) and sampling E,(z) at r=2.87mm direct.ly; 

MASK predicts larger a E, than any of the other calculations. The ot,her t.hree curves 

are various calculat,ions of E,(z) at the same radius using off-axis expansions. Two 

-t*hird-order calculations are shown, one sharting with SUPERFISH-calculated on-axis 

longitudinal fields, E,a(z), the other startming with t.he same result from MASK. The 

ot,her expansion is a fifth-order expansion starting wit,h the SUPERFISH-calculated 

E,a(z) (6he MASK data. was t.oo noisy to allow a fifth-order expansion, as the noisiness 

of the t,hird-order expansion shows). Clearly, t,he fifth-order expansion is the closest’ 

t,o t.he explicit MASK result. Hence, t,he conclusion is that, MASK is making more 

accurate predict,ions of the effect of non-linear fields than rfgun is making. 

In order to t,est, this diagnosis, I used the E,(z, r = 0) profile from MASK in rf gun, 

and repeat,ed some of t,he analysis done above. Figure 2.32 shows the normalized RMS 

emittance and t,he normalized brightness for the two cases. A significant., though hard- 

ly dramat,ic, change in the predict,ed emit,tance is obtained when using the MASK- 

calculat,ed on-axis field profile. For larger init.ial-phase int,ervals, the predicted emit’- 

tance is smaller, while for smaller initial-phase int,ervals, it, is larger. The brightness 

follows t.he opposite pat,tern, as expect.ed. 

Figure 2.33 shows a comparison of MASK results for J --t 0 with rfgun result- 

s obt,ained using the MASK-calculat,ed E,( z,r = 0). One sees that MASK predict.s 

larger emittances dhan rfgun, t.hough not, dramatically larger. The reason for t.his 
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Figure 2.32: Comparison of rfgun Emit,tance Predict,ions for Various Init,ial Phase- 
Int’ervals, for MASK- and SUPERFISH-Calculat.ed Fields 
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Figure 2.33: Comparison of rfgun results for MASK-Calculated Fields with MASK 
Calculations for J -+ 0 
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Figure 2.34: Comparison of rfgun resu1t.s for MASK-Calculated Fields with MASK 
Calculations for J + 0 
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discrepancy is that,, even using the MASK-calculated on-axis field profile, rfgun can- 

not, duplicat,e the fields used in MASK, since the expansion used in rfgun is not’ of 

sufficient,ly high order. 

Next., I show in Figure 2.34 a comparison of the momentum and time dishribu- 

tions for MASK and rfgun wit,h Ep2 = 75MV/m and J --f 0 in MASK, where t,he 

MASK-calculat,ed fields are again used in rfgun. As one would expect, rf gun pre- 

dicts narrower spectra because of the larger non-linear fields in MASK. I have also 

found that MASK consist,ent,ly predicts about, 3% greater maximum moment,um than 

is predicted by rf gun for the same value of Ep2 (with a = 3 and f = 2836MHz in 

rfgun in order t,o match MASK). (Because of t,his discrepancy, I ran rfgun with 

Ep2 = 77.1MV/ m in order to match the peak momentum to that of rfgun for com- 

parison of the time and momentum spectra in Figure 2.34.) One possible explanation 

for this is that, t.he phasing of the first, and second cell is imperfect. Because of the 

frequency mismatch bet,ween the two cells (discussed in the previous section), the 
. . 
cells drift, out. of frequency by about, 0.5” during one RF period. This would seem to 

be too small to have the observed effect, however. 

Another confirmation of t*he effect of the larger non-linear fields in MASK is 

obtained by running MASK with a smaller cathode. While I will not take the space 

t#o show dhese results, I have found that, running MASK with R, + R,/2 produces 

a noticeably smaller momentum and time spread in the final beam. Quantit’ative 

results can be found in Chapt,er 4. 

2.3.12 Space-Charge Effects 

Transverse Phase-Space 

I turn now t,o the effects of space-charge as predictsed by MASK. Figure 2.35 shows 

t,he evolution of t.he t.ransverse phase-space in t,he first cell for E,z = 75MV/m and 

J = 80A/cm2. These are to be compared to those shown in Figure 2.28 for J + 0. 

The effects of the space-charge forces for this high current, densit,y are clearly evident. 

From these t,wo figures, it’ is apparent that the space-charge forces t,end bo count,er the 

cavit,y fields, since the slopes are significant,ly more positive for J = 80A/cm2. This is 

as expected, since the space-charge forces are radially defocusing. One effect’ of this 
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Figure 2.35: MASK-Calculated Transverse Phase-Space Evolution in the First Cell, 
for J = BOA/cm2 
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defocusing is a significantly larger beam size at, t,he exit, of the first, cell, as well as a 

larger spread in slopes. 

It, would appear from the Figure that, the space-charge forces note only count,er t,he 

linear focusing forces, but. also compensat,e for non-linear fields as well. For this t’o 

be the case, one would require that at some point the radial distribution of charge be 

non-uniform and that, the charge densit,y increase with radius. To see why, consider 

that. for a longit,udinally uniform, cylindrically symmetric beam the radial elect,ric 

field is given by Gauss’s law[31]: 

(2.66) 

where p(r) is the charge densit,y per unit, cross-sectional area. For a uniform radial 

distribut,ion, p(r) = p0 out’ t.o t,o some radius Rb (the edge of the beam), aft.er which 

it falls t,o zero. Hence, for t,his case, 

which is simply an additional linear field term. 

Next, consider what, happens if p(r) = pO( 1 + vr”) for r 5 Rb, where n is an int,eger: 

%x-(r) = p (1 + “T-&) r < Rb 
0 

(2.68) 

As I discussed in t,he previous section, Er,beam must be an odd function of r, and 

hence n must be even. In order for the space-charge forces t,o increase at, a great,er- 

than-linear rat.e wit,h radius, 7 must’ clearly be positive, which implies that, t,he beam 

must, be somewhat, more hollow t*han a radially uniform beam. 

Figure 2.36 shows hist,ograms of t.he int,ensit,y vs radius for x = X/12 for the cases 

J + 0 and J = 80A/cm2. Each bin in the histograms represent,s an annulus, with 

the height, of t.he hist,ogram being proportional to t,he charge in that annulus. For a 

uniform distribution, one would expect, a linear function of r, since for this distribut,ion 

t.he height. of the bin that st,arts at’ r = nAr is 

J 

(n+l)Ar 

H, = 27rp, p(I)? dI = 7rp,Ar2(2n + 1). (2.69) 
IlAr 

For 3 - 0, one sees t.hat H, increases fast,er t,han linearly. This is due to t.he non- 

linear increase in focusing fields with radius, and might. have been ant,icipat,ed from 
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Figure 2.36: MASK-Calculat.ed Transverse Beam Distribut,ion at z = X/12, for J + 0 
and J = BOA/cm2 
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Figure 2.28. For J = 80? the distribut.ion is clearly much more uniform. The non- 

linear cavit.y fields and space-charge forces in this case tend t.o balance each other, 

since the non-uniform distribution t.hat the non-linear cavity fields try t,o creat,e is 

just t,he kind of distribution that, is necessary t,o counter these self-same non-linear 

cavit’y fields. One expects the radial beam distribution to have just enough radial 

non-uniformit,y to compensate the non-linear cavity fields. 

It. is not, at. all apparent, from these Figures what, bhe net, effect on t,he emit,tance 

is. The beam is larger over-all for the case with high space-charge, but. the correla- 

t.ion would also seem t.o be higher. I will show below t,hat. t.he emitt,ance is in fact. 

subst.ant#ially larger for the high space-charge case. 

Longitudinal Phase-Space 

I next. look at, t,he effects of space-charge on the longitudinal phase-space. Figure 

-2.3i shows the effect, of space-charge on the longit,udinal phase-space at. the gun exit. 

The longit,udinal space-charge forces are seen to broaden the moment,um and t,ime 

dist,ributions, much as the non-linear forces do. This is to be expected, since part,icles 

at t,he head of t,he beam are accelerat,ed by the part,icles that, follow, while trailing 

particles are decelerat,ed. This broadens the moment,um spectrum because it amplifies 

t.he exist,ing distribut.ion, namely that, leading particles have more momendum than 

trailing part#icles. It broadens the time dist,ribution simply because moment,um is 

monot.onically related t,o time-of-flight in the gun. Furt,her broadening occurs because 

t~he t,ime-varying nature of the cavity fields result,s in addit.ional acceleration of t,hose 

particles that, are pushed ahead, and less acceleration of t.hose that, are pushed back. 

In order t,o get. a more detailed look at. the phase-space dist.ribut,ions for the t,wo 

cases, I have compressed the longitudinal phase-space using a ideal alpha-magnet 

and drift, space system, as described in Chapter 3. The results are shown in Figure 

2.38. Several effects are apparent in this Figure. First, the highestmomentum part. 

of t,he, beam is more energetic for the high space-charge case, due t,o acceleration 

by the fields of trailing particles that’ occurs in t,he gun; as a result, the “top” of 

the beam falls furt,her behind t.he centroid during compression, because the delay 

in t,he alpha-magnet, increases wit,h increasing moment.um. Second, the t,ime-spread 

for a given small moment’um slice is significantly broadened; this is a result of the 
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Figure 2.37: MASK Longit.udinal Phase-Space Distributions at. t’he End of t,he Second 
Cell 
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Figure 2.38: MASK Longit*udinal Phase-Space Distributions after Alpha-Magnet’- 
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longitudinal space-charge forces being a non-linear function of radius, which produces 

longitudinal mixing. Third, there is a clear oscillat.ion in the p(t) curve, especially 

evident, near the top of the beam; this is apparently a plasma oscillation, result.ing 

from t#he longit,udinal space-charge forces. Finally, one sees that the space-charge 

forces broaden the beam significantly relative to the broadening by non-linear fields 

(without. which the phase-space distribution for J + 0 would be a line). 

2.3.13 MASK Predictions of Gun Performance 

Figures 2.39 t,hrough 2.41 show results for t,he emit.tance, brightness, and charge as 

calculat,ed by MASK, as a function of current densit.y and peak on-axis electric field, 

for various final moment,um fractions. The smaller range of Ep2 in these results (as 

compared t,o those for rfgun) is a result, of my concentrating computer resources on 

the range that, is of most inberest for act#ual running at SSRL. One sees t.hat, the 

‘normalized charge per bunch decreases as current, densiby increases, a result, of the 

longitudinal forces in t,he beam, which may be thought’ of as decreasing the current’ 

densit,y by forcing the electrons apart. As one might, expect, this effect’ lessens as the 

cavit’y fields are increased, since this decreases the strength of the particle-induced 

fields relative t.o the cavity fields and results in faster acceleration, thus decreasing 

t,he effect, of the part.icle-induced fields further. 

The trends in emittance and brightness hold some surprises. In particular, the 

emit.tance does not always increase when the current. densit,y is increased: for small 

moment,um intervals, t,he opposit,e occurs. There are t.wo effects that may explain t.his. 

First, as was seen above, the particle-induced fields tend t,o counter the non-linear 

caviby fields, which would in turn tend to limit emit,tance growth due to those non- 

linear fields. Second, space-charge related changes in the longit,udinal phase-space 

result. in there being a, larger phase-int.erval represent,ed in a given final moment,um 

fracdion for small current, densit.y than for a large current density. As was seen above, 

emit.tance depends strongly on t.he initial phase-inberval one considers. Hence, it. 

should not be surprising t,hat. when one takes a very small final moment8um fract,ion, 

t.his effect, becomes apparent., since for small final momentum fract,ions the init,ial 

phase-int,erva.l is smaller, whereas the effects of longitudinal space charge are great 

-- 
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Figure 2.39: MASK Results for Normalized Charge Per Bunch 
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Figure 2.40: MASK Resulb for Normalized RMS Emittance 
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Figure 2.41: MASK Results for Normalized Brightness 
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(since t,he charge dist,ribut,ion is so st,rongly peaked). 

Not,e t,hat, t.he brightness shown here, as throughout, this section, is normalized 

to the current’ densit,y. Hence, Figure 2.41 does not. show the act.ual bright.ness de- 

creasing with increasing current densit,y. Figure 2.42 shows the transverse brightness, 

B, = BiJ, wit.hout. normalizat,ion to the current. densit.y. One sees that. the t.ransverse 

bright’ness increases rapidly with current, densit,y at first., then saturates as space- 

charge effects on the emittance overcome the increasing charge per bunch. 

Finally, t,o provide a more complete picture, Figures 2.43 through 2.45 show trans- 

verse phase-space distribut.ions for Ep2 = 75MV/m and AP/P = lo%, for a range of 

current, densit.ies. As nobed previously, the distribut,ions for higher current, densit.y 

show less curvat,ure due to t’he balancing of non-linear cavit,y fields by space charge. 

Printsed on the graphs are the RMS beam-sizes and beam-divergences. One sees that. 

t.he beam is predict,ed to be quit,e small at, t.he gun exit, but. that’ the RMS divergence 

is rather large. 

Addit,ional performance data will be presented in Chapder 4, where I include t,he 

effect,s of the gun-to-linac t,ransport, line, and in part,icular t,he effects of the alpha- 

magnet. In addition, Chapt,er 4 gives comparative data for ot’her RF gun and DC 

gun systems. 

-- 
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Figure 2.42: MASK Results for Transverse Bright.ness 
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Figure 2.43: MASK Results for Transverse Phase-Space Distribution, for Ep2 = 75 
MV/m and AP/P = lO%-Part. 1 
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